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8-year-old raises
funds for St. Jude
through Math-A-Thon

7:30 p.m

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
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When a person is driven, original expectations on a task have
a way of being exceeded.
Abby Mott of Murray is a testament to this idea. The 8-yearold Southwest Calloway Elementary School student recently
decided to get involved in a cause quite close to her — the annual St. Jude Children's Research Hospital Math-A-Thon — as her
way of trying to help a place that is helping her.
Mott , current
receives treatment at
the Memphis, Tenn.,
facility for a Wilms
tumor, a cancer of
the kidneys, that was
diagnosed in its
fourth of five stages.
So, out of thanks for
how St. Jude is handled her, she gave an
extra large effort on
her math problems,
raising $560, some
$60 more than the
goal she set before
committing to the
fundraiser.
"She worked for
one week solid, but
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger 8. Times it was because she
Abby Mott (middle) stands with was so excited about
Southwest Calloway Elementary having the chance to
School Principal Josh McKee! (left) raise money for St.
Robinson Jude," said Mott's
Reita
teacher
and
Thursday, the day she presented mother, Stacey On.
$580 she raised for the annual St. "How this works is
Jude Children's Research Hospital students get a booklet and ask people to
Math-A-Thon. •
donate a certain
amount of money for each problem they do, and she just went
hard at it.
"She tries to get involved in anything having to do with St.
Jude, though," her mother said.
Mott presented her earnings to SWES principal Josh McKee!
Thursday.
This is coming at a pivotal time in Mott's treatment. On said
her daughter, who has been in remission, was scheduled for a follow-up examination this week.
"She's been having to take extra calcium because she was

•See Page 2A
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Wednesday: Mostly sunny
Highs in the upper 40s
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Highs in the mid 50s
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Thursday night: Partly
cloudy. Lows around 40.
Friday: Partly cloudy. Highs
in the mid 60s.
Friday night: Partly cloudy.
Lows in the upper 40s.
Saturday: Partly sunny.
Highs in the upper 60s.
Saturday night: Mostly
cloudy with a 30 percent
chance of showers. Lows in
the upper 40s.
Sunday: Partly sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers.
Highs around 60.
Sunday night: Mostly
cloudy with a chance of showers and a slight chance of
thunderstorms. Lows in the
lower 40s.
Monday: Mostly cloudy with
a chance of showers. Highs in
the upper 50s.
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MCCH lays off 28 more employees
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Saddled with financial diffiMurray-Calloway
culties,
County Hospital announced the
layoffs of 28 employees
Tuesday.
This comes after MCCH's
Geriatric Behavioral Health
in
was disbanded
unit
November, leaving 25 people
with jobless. CEO Jerry Penner
said Tuesday's cuts removed
2.8 percent of MCCH's workforce, leaving it with an even
1,0(X) employees.
"The bottom line is we're
responding to a very volatile
climate right now, and unfortunately it's the fiscally responsible thing to do. But this won't
affect the quality of care we've
been giving to our patients,"
Penner said, adding that this
round of layoffs. was spread
throughout the hospital. "It was
not just with the rank and file. It
also affected management.
"We lost three directors from
this today," he noted.
Three things drove the hospiJOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
to opt for Tuesday's cuts.
tal
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is shown late Tuesday afternoon on a day where 28 of its
employees were told that they no longer had jobs there. This was the second round of layoffs
•See Page 8A
since 25 were announced in November.

Dunn answers questions at MSU budget forum
By HAVVKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Murray State University President Dr.
Randy Dunn answered a multitude of questions Tuesday afternoon during the first of
two public forums to discuss the final draft
recommendations of the university's budget
planning review teams.
The second forum is scheduled for 9 a.m.
today in the Barkley Room on the third floor
of the Curtis Center. If the attendance is
higher than capacity allows, it will be
moved to the Curtis Center Theater as it was
Tuesday.
Dunn explained that for the current academic year, 2012-13, the university ran a
$2.1 million deficit to make it through without any major cuts. The MSU Board of
Regents approved paying for that deficit
with reserve funds so that 12 individual
budget review teams from separate colleges
at MSU could spend close to a year meeting

and determining in which areas cuts or new
revenues would be possible. Dunn discussed
a working draft of the recommendations last
week with the Faculty Senate, Staff
Congress and the Student Government
Association before the final draft was made
available to the public last Friday at
www.murraystate.edu/Libraries/President_s
_Documents/BPR_Submission_3-813.sflb.ashx.
"The board had given the OK to go forward with that deficit, but said. 'One year,
that's all we're going to do,— Dunn said.
"We had to have some process underway to
get that money recouped. Obviously, we
know we're going to have more tuition revenue coming in next year, we anticipate that:
but in not wanting to go back and do this
process every year, the decision was made
to use these teams and really go through and
try to come up with some generated savings
... that would allow us to move forward for
some number of years — three, four, five —

Transit Authority
releases vehicles
to organizations
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
With a new fleet of vehicles
on the way, Murray-Calloway
Transit Authority announced on
Tuesday the release of five
buses and minivans to be dispersed between the University
of Kentucky Cancer Center, the
Transit
County
Fulton
Authority and the Calloway
County Sheriffs Office.
Bjarne Hansen, manager of
MCTA, said the Cancer Center
picked up their green bus on
Monday and will be using it for
their ovarian cancer area not
only to transport equipment, but
also people from one unit to
•See

Page 2A

to not just get a budget deficit fix, but to also
have some money available to us for priorities at the university, whether that's being
new programs and services, covering fixed
costs, making sure we have a way to reward
faculty and staff with salary increases if
appropriate, which we haven't been able to
do very much over the past years."
The recommendations were divided into
the academic and nonacademic categories,
although Dunn acknowledged that one
could argue that everything the university
does has some connection to academics.
Many of the recommendations could be
implemented immediately if approved by
the board, while others would be more longterm and would require more study, Dunn
said.
Several students spoke up to object to a
recommendation that only one full-time
staff member be employed to advise Greek

See Page 2A

Puryear, Tenn.
Shooting
A Vanderbilt Medical Center Life
Flight helicopter prepares toland in a field behind the home
of John and Virginia Baxter
near Puryear, Tenn., Monday,
March 11, as law enforcement
personnel canvass the home.
Katherine Oloughlin, daughter
of John Baxter, was flown to
Nashville after she was shot
multiple times by her father at a
home near Puryear, Tenn., on
Monday. Baxter killed himself
after also shooting his wife,
Virginia Baxter, several times. A
family member said Monday
that both women were in stable
condition. Henry County authorities say a pending divorce was
the apparent motivation for the
triple shooting. See story inside.
AP Photo
The Pans Post-Intelligencer,
Bill McCutcheon
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From Front
Livability Program. In conjuncState Affairs, SGA and registered student
Murray
tion
with
another.
University and the City of organizations, which is estimated to
As soon as the new fleet Murray, MCTA has nearly $1 save $50,000. Several people also
arrives, Hansen said, the FCTA million in funds, which will be said they were concerned about a
and CCSO would both be distributed to numerous projects recommendation to transfer responreceiving their transportation,
to improve public transportation sibility for the operations of the
with FCTA set to receive two
access within a five-mile radius Wrather West Kentucky Museum to
buses and CCSO procuring two
Waterfield Library's special colof the Transit Authority, includ- the
minivans for newly-installed
staff, saying they didn't
lections
ing sidewalks, crosswalks and
school resource officers.
that student workers could
think
locaShould it become available in road improvements in key
handle everything that the current
the future, MCTA Chairwoman tions.
staff does. The recommendation is
• A regional public hearing for estimated to save $58,183.
the
Jeanne
Mathis said
authorities will be held
transit
Calloway County Coroner's
A few people had problems with
19 at noon in the a recommendation that the univerMarch
about
inquired
also
has
office
receiving a vehicle with a lift or Purchase Area Development sity eliminate graduate tuition
low to the ground, putting them District office in Mayfield. waivers for spouses and dependnext in line for MCTA assis- Serving an eight-county area, ents. Some said the waiver enables
tance.
the meeting will be used as dis- some faculty members to stay at
"This brings the Transit cussion for the future of public MSU instead of going somewhere
Authority to the forefront and transportation in the region. else because the waivers give their
helps show its public aware- Hansen said an MCTA public spouses opportunities in Murray.
ness," Mathis said. "We're just hearing will be held 30 days Dunn said that while undergraduate
waivers are common, many univertrying to integrate ourselves after the regional hearing.
sities do not extend this privilege to
within the community."
• The Kentucky Public Transit grad students.
Also discussed was "Stuffing
Association will hold a miniDunn said the MSU Board of
the Truck," an initiative started
conference March 20-22 in Regents planned to meet at 3 p.m.
Photo Provided
last year by the Murray Rotary
One of the buses released by the MCTA was picked up yesterday morning by drivers from the Club and something the MCTA Frankfort to discuss grant Thursday in Pogue Library to look
University of Kentucky Cancer Center. Now destined for the ovarian cancer unit in Lexington, has been approached to assist updates. Hansen said the MCTA over the final draft recommendations. The board will ultimately
Bjame Hansen said he was in contact with Ted Walker from the University of Kentucky in order
with this upcoming disaster sea- is currently awaiting approval choose which recommendations to
regarding
between
equipment
requests
as
own
well
as
patients
their
on
transport
will
bus
This
to make the exchange happen.
son.
implement. Although Dunn is recthe units at the hospital.
Hoping for more preemptive new grant funding.
ommending that the board wait
• The next MCTA meeting,
work, Keith Travis of the
until May to make a final decision
Murray Rotary Club has con- scheduled for April 9, has been on the budget recommendations.
tacted the MCTA with plans of designated as a long-range plan- the board could choose to set a difreplicating successful efforts ning meeting set to last from 9 ferent timeline.
from last year. The project uses a.m. through 2 p.m. with a
vehicles parked at various loca- working lunch.
tions as drop-and-collect sta• Until the new routing and
tions for supplies needed when GPS tracking server is installed
• The Murray Independent
to the hospital to make sure," Morgan said. "This harsh weather and tragedy hits. in Murray, Hansen said the
Staff Report
School District Board of
ground
the
of
off
botGoods such as trash bags.
is a summer home that sits up
MCTA will be using a
Education will meet at 7 p.m.
A fire destroyed a single-story house Tuesday about five feet or so and had all kinds of things tled water and paper towels RouteMatch server in Atlanta
Thursday at the Carter
morning in the Anderson Shores area of eastern underneath so it was pretty dangerous for our were collected in 2012.
Administration Building on
for the proper transportation
While no date has been deterguys. If you fell through, it was far enough of a.
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a
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nation's
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Morgan
consideration/approval of a
through
spring
Murrayto
taken
was
fire. He said one firefighter
declaration of intent to parCalloway County Hospital as a precaution after seven hours to fight hot spots. He said that was
ticipate in the professional
falling through the floor of the house while fight- due to the close proximity of neighboring struceffectiveness and growth
••
tures. He also said indications point to the cause
ing the blaze.
t em,
s
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"Thankfully, he wasn't really hurt. We sent him of the blaze not being suspicious in nature.
been doing wonderful, though.
consideration/approval of a
From Front
The people at St. Jude have just
lawn care services bid for
needing to gain weight. Well,
and
2013-14
been great through all of this."
now she has gained too much
consideration/approval of a
St. Jude was founded by
weight so we're having issues
request for a shortened
entertainer/producer
famed
school day for a specific stunow and need to have that
dent.
looked at," Orr said. "She's Danny Thomas in the 1962.
From Front

Tuesday morning blaze destroys
house on Anderson Shores Drive
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Spring Fling,
Easter on Square
dates scheduled

Police: Smoke inhalation
killed seven in Ky. fire
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
An engaged couple and five
children killed in a weekend
house fire in southern Kentucky
died from smoke inhalation,
investigators said Tuesday as
they worked to determine the
cause of the blaze.
Trooper Shane Jacobs said
those who died in the blaze
Saturday in the community of
Gray were 27-year-old Jesse
Disney; his fiancee, 22-year-old
Nina Asher; her three children,
3-year-old William Gray Jr., 2year-old Camden Gray and 8month-old Abigail Gray; and
family friends who were staying
over, 2-year-old Paiten Cox and
2-year-old Brielle Cox.
Investigators were trying to
determine the cause of the fire
and have said it could take some
time before the cause is determined. Jacobs said autopsies
were done Monday and that neither arson nor foul play were
suspected.
The blaze shook the rural
community of Gray in the
foothills of Appalachia near the
Daniel Boone National Forest
and the Tennessee and Virginia
state lines.
At the J&G Market convenience store, just up the road
from the home, a large empty
bubble-gum bucket bore a sign
seeking donations to help offset
the funeral costs. And VankirkGrisell Funeral Home in Corbin

planned to donate services to
the family of the Cox children.
Funerals are scheduled for
Disney and the Cox sisters on
Thursday.
Knox County Magistrate
Giulio Cima. who represents the
Gray area, said the two visiting
children were bathed and fed a
hot meal on Friday night.
"There's a lot of things that
happen in this world that you
can't answer for," Cima said.
"This is going to be bad for that
family for a long time."
A phone number could not be
immediately located for the Cox
family.
Cima's brother, Gino, is Jesse
Disney's uncle. Gino Cima tried
to rescue the adults and children
from the fire, but was unsuccessful.
"He's lucky he got in and got
yi
out," Giulio Cima said.
The two firefighters who
pulled the children from the.
charred house sat near a tree in
the front yard afterward, looking despondent. Giulio Cima
said.
"This right here is probably
the worst thing that happened in
this county in years," Cima said.
"But we're going to get through
it."
On Monday, charred photos.
,books, children's art, broken
glass and pieces of the collapsed
roof littered the lawn outside the
house near Disney's relatives.

Staff Report
Two dates have been
announced for downtown
activities at the end of March.
Spring Fling, a time set aside
for shopping, eating and playing at participating businesses
on the court square, will be
held on March 23 from 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m. For more details on
how to participate or for general information, call 753-1622.
On March 30, the Easter on
the Square Egg Hunt will take
place on the court square lawn
beginning at 9:30 a.m. for ages
up to 8 years old.

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times

Subscribe
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FIRE ON DODSON: Murray Fire Department reported to a fire at 1608 Dodson St. on Tuesday
afternoon. While no one was injured, Murray Fire Chief Eric Pologruto said firefighters pulled
three dogs from the home, administering CPR to one in danger. The dog was transported for
care and is expected to make a full recovery. A cause for the fire is under investigation.

KINDERGARTEN
REGISTRATION

&TIMES
270-753-1916

Calloway County Schools
Welcome Class of 2026

Husband dead; wife, daughter
wounded in Tenn., shooting
PURYEAR, Tenn. (API — family home near Puryear.
Henry County authorities say a
Oloughlin was taken by helipending divorce was the appar- copter to Vanderbilt University
ent motivation for a triple shoot- Hospital in Nashville and
ing that left the husband dead.
Virginia Baxter was initially
Sheriff Monte Belew told The
Paris Post-Intelligencer 72-year- taken to Henry County Medical
old John Baxter shot his 66- Center in Paris.
year-old wife, Virginia Baxter,
The sheriff said the argument
and the couple's daughter before was over which partner would
fatally shooting himself. Belew keep a car title after the divorce.
said the younger woman is 46He said James Baxter used a
year-old Katherine Olo.ughlin.
haydgun and a .357
.22-caliber
The shooting occurred just
in
before 2 p.m. Monday at the derringer the shooting.

East Calloway
Elementary School
1169 Pottertown Road
Kathy Crouch,Principal
270-762-7325

EAST SIDE
Small Engine Repair
KY 42071

North Calloway
Elementary School

270-753-2925
We Service Your Lawn Care
Equipment.
Bring In This Flyer and Receive 5% Off Of a Service Untii
April 5th 2013!

ewer'

2928 Brinn Road
Melinda Hendley,Principal
270-762-7335

Tuesday,March 26,2013
9:00 am & 5:00-7:00 pm
School Cafeteria
Registration for Calloway County Schools'
2013-2014 Kindergarten Program
Children who will be five (5) years of age on or before
October 1, 2013 are eligible to attend Calloway County's
full day Kindergarten program.

SERVICE CHARGE
$134.00
Riding Mowers
$54.95
Push Mowers
Rear Engine & Tillers. . $94.95
$35.00
Weed Eaters
$35.00
Chain Saws
$164.95
Zero Turn

Southwest Calloway
Elementary School
3426 Wiswell Road
Josh McKee!,Principal
270-762-7345

Parents should bring the following items:
• A copy of the state issued birth certificate
Hospital birth cernli(ate cannot be accepted;

• An up-to-date Kentucky Certificate of Immunization
• A copy of the student's Social Security card
• A Kentucky Preventative Health Care Examination form
(Physicals dated prior to August 7, 2012 cannot be accepted)

If additional parts are needed need customers approval first!

CALLOWAY
COUNTY
SCHOOLS
WWW.CALLOWAY.KYSCHOOLS.US

• A Kentucky Eye Examination Form completed by an
optometrist or ophthalmologist will be required by Jan. 1,2014.
• A Kentucky Dental Screening Examination Form completed
by a dentist,dental hygienist, physician,registered nurse,
advanced registered nurse practitioner,or physician assistant
will be required by Jan. 1,2014.
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Paul C. McGregor

Obituaries

Paul C. McGregor, 100,of Murray, Ky.,died at7:49 p.m. Monday,
March II. 2013, at Hickory Woods Senior Living Community in
Bronzie Coleman
Murray.
Bronzie Coleman, 82, of Murray, Ky., died Tuesday. March 12.
He was born Nov. 1, 1912, in St. Charles, to the
2013, at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. Arrangements are
late •Bunyon and Mona Florence (McGregor)
incomplete at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
McGregor. His sister, Nell Teague also preceded
him in death.
R.B. Barton Jr.
Mr. McGregor was a member of Dawson
R.B. Barton Jr., 78, of Murray, Ky., died Tuesday. March 12, 2013
Springs Primitive Baptist Church and attended
at his home after an extended illness.
First Baptist Church in Murray. He was a World
Arrangements are incomplete at this time.
War II tinny veteran and a retired farmer and
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
teacher. He was an avid Murray State University
Lady Racer basketball fan.
He is survived by his wife, Mary 'renal (Teague)
McGregor
McGregor to whom he was married May 12, 1946;
one sister, Nan Powell of Madisonville; one
daughter, Paula McGregor Alcott and husband,
Steve, of Murray; two sons, James Rhett
only attempt to use nuclear
By LARA JAMES
McGregor and fe, Roberta, of Cincinnati, Ohio
or
forces
against
U.S.
weapons
and DONNA CASSATA
cGregor and wife, Doylene,
and William C
Associated Press
allies to preserve the Kim
regime, we do not know what of Versailles; seven grandchildren, Kristen Bloom and husband,
WASHINGTON (AP)- An would constitute, from the George, Jayson McGregor and wife, Mindy, Paige Alcott Smith and
unpredictable North Korea, with North's perspective, crossing husband, Jim. Autumn Alcott Ridenour and husband, the Rev. Jay,
Katie Alcott Wright and husband, Mike, Jill McGregor and Nick
its nuclear weapons and missile that threshold."
North Korea. led by its young McGregor; and nine great-grandchildren.
programs, stands as a serious
Funeral services will be held at 1 p.m. Friday, March 15, 2013, at
threat to the United States and leader Kim Jong Un, has defied
East Asia nations, the director of the international community in Beshear Funeral Home in Dawson Springs with Elder Jeff Winfrey
National Intelligence warned the last three months, testing an and the Rev. Jay Ridenour officiating. Burial will follow in Good
intercontinental ballistic missile Hope Cemetery in Hopkins County with full military honors.
Tuesday.
Friends may visit from 5-8 p.m. Thursday, March 14, 2013, at
Testifying before a Senate and a third nuclear bomb.
Pressed on North Korea, Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home in Murray and after 11 a.m.
panel, James R. Clapper delivsaid he was "very con- on Friday at Beshear Funeral Home in Dawson Springs.
comClapper
intelligence
ered the U.S.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
munity's overview of global cerned about the actions of the
of sympathy may take the form of donations to The
Expressions
young leader.- He
new
threats.
Camp, PO. Box 931, Murray, KY 42071. Online
Gideon
Murray
emanating
.
talk
the
described
"The Intelligence community
has long assessed that, in from Pyongyang as "very bel- condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Blalock-Coleman & York
Pyongyang's view, its nuclear ligerent':
Home.
Funeral
propawhile
rhetoric,
"The
capabilities are intended for
This is a paid obituary.
deterrence, international pres: ganda-laced, is an indicator of
lige and coercive diplomacy. We their attitude," Clapper said.
And in Syria, President Janice Farris Weatherford
do not know Pyongyang's
Funeral services for Janice Farris Weatherford, 70, of Murray, Ky..
Assad's inability to
Bashar
employment
or
doctrine
nuclear
concepts," Clapper told the quash the uprising in his country will be held Wednesday, March 13, 2013, at I p.m. at J.H. Churchill
Senate Intelligence Committee. increases the possibility that he Funeral Home with John Dale, Kim Weatherford and Timothy
"Although we assess with low will use chemical weapons Weatherford officiating. Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery.
confidence that the North would against his people. Clapper said. Visitation will be held from 6-11 a.m. on Wednesday at the funeral
home.
Mrs. Weatherford died Saturday, March 9, 2013,
at her residence. •
She was born in Murray, March 9, 1943, to Ben
Keys Farris and Lejenia H. Farris. She was a memPrices as ol close ol
ber of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Nlareh 12. 21113
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Officials: North Korea poses
serious threat to United States
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House, Senate pass special districts bill
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) The House and Senate have
passed a bill that would
strengthen accountability of
Kentucky's 1,200-plus taxing
districts that collect revenue for
a variety of local government
entities ranging from fire departments to sewage and water.
The measure is a compromise.
It lacks a Senate amendment
that would have given county
officials the ability to. veto

Do You Need Help with
Taxes & Accounting?
Team ATA Can Help!

increases in taxes and fees. But
as part of a deal, the proposal
requires local taxing districts to
provide annual financial reports
to county officials, something
that doesn't always happen.
The measure also contains its
original provision to require the
annual financial reports to be
displayed online.
Both chambers passed the bill
Tuesday afternoon. It now goes
to the governor. MY

ATA

ALEXANDER
THOMPSON
ARNOLD
P

Certified Public Accountants

Murray State alum introduces
her journalism nonprofit
Special to the Ledger
Holly Wise has long dreamed ot changing the world with
stories. Her higher education and career choices have been
stepping stones in her pursuit of this dream that started when
she was 16 and volunteering at a Romanian orphanage.
Now the dream is a reality.
Wise created Voicetiox Media, a news
nonprofit, in November 2012 and she's coming "home" to introduce VoiceBox Media to
Murray. Join Wise at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday,
March 27 in the Curris Center's Barkley
Lecture Room as she shares stories from a
recent trip to Kenya, talks about pursuing
dreams,and presents VoiceBox Media's mission.
Presenting with Wise will be VBM's board
Wise
secretary, Brooke Gee-Lowry, who attended
Murray State University to study public relations and youth non profit leadership. She resides in Pilot
Oak
The event is free and 'pen to the public.
VBM aims to embed journalists with nongovernmental
organizations to tell the story of those people whose lives are
being impacted by the groups working to alleviate global
health, education and poverty crises. Wise hopes to bring
these stories and information back to the mainstream media.
"As the news of VoiceBox Media spreads, it's amazing the
contacts that I'm making all over the globe as its message resonates with the right people at the right time," Wise said. "All
it takes is one person with a dream, and a bit of patience.
Sometimes it might take 13 years for the dream to materialize,
but it's worth the wait."
Wise, 29, graduated from Murray State in 2006 with her
bachelor"C degree in journalism and in 2008 with her master's
degree in mass communications. She also worked as a
reporter at the Murray Ledger & Times.
Since leaving Murray, Wise has worked at three daily newspapers in New Mexico and Texas.
Wise had a nomadic upbringing that included living much
of her childhood in a travel trailer with her parents and siblings. Murray is where she transitioned out of that lifestyle
that sheltered her and included homeschool until only the
eighth grade.
"The communities of Murray and Murray State University
embraced me and have been instrumental in my journey to the
person I am 'today," Wise said. "It's an honor to return and
share what I've done with the education I received. I feel like
I'm returning home to show off my accomplishments."
Since its inception, VoiceBox Media has taken Wise to
Kenya, where she learned about the Kenyan Kids Foundation
- an organization founded by marathoner Wesley Korir in his
home village. Korir and
Wise met at Murray State, where they both were students.
This trip confirmed Wise's mission.
"Journalism chose me to be a voice for the voiceless and
while I've been able to do that at the newspapers I've worked
at, I knew that my,storytelling would take an international
turn," she said: "While I was traipsing all over the Kenyan
bush and interviewing people in cars, sitting on hut floors or
in crowded living rooms with foreign languages swirling
around, or standing on village hilltops, I was humbled to be
the voice of these incredible men, women and children. I
brought home their message, their story. That's a responsibility I don't take lightly."
A trip to Haiti is up next. Wise will travel with a team that
represents an Austin, Texas-based nonprofit called the E412
Foundation whose mission is to aid and empower international missions.
They'll be working with the Haiti Healthcare Advocates.
"When I met the team, I was so impacted by their individual stories and the passion that's driving each of them to do
this work. And that was just after spending a couple hours
together one evening, so I can only anticipate the stories that
I will come home with after spending eight days with them as
they minister in Haiti," Wise said. "Everyone has a unique
story, and I'm lucky to be their voice."
at
Media
YoiceBox
more
about
Learn
thevoiceboxmedia.org.
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According to the American
Academy of'Family Physicians,
nearly one in ten seniors in
America suffers from poor nutrition. This can exacerbate problems already common among
seniors, including depression.
improper healing and a
depressed immune system.
. Emeritus at Murray. part of
Photos by Melony Bray / Murray-Caiioway County Hospita
Senior Living, the
Emeritus
A new wellness initiative targeting the rise in childhood obesity has been started by the Murrayassisted living
largest
nation's
Calloway County Hospital Center for Health and Wellness. Supported by the Murray-Calloway
care
provider, is
and
memory
Endowment for Healthcare, the Wellness Center sends instructors to elementary schools in
this
problem by
combat
helping
to
the Murray Independent and Calloway County school districts twice a month lead students
Photo by Kyser Lough / Murray-Calloway County Hospital
in physical activity and encourage a healthy lifestyle.(Above) Children at Murray Elementary delivering 10,000 meals to senPARTY: After nearly 22 years of service to
AWAY
GOING
and
60
in
visiting-with
days
iors
School cheer with Jerry Penner, MCCH CEO, Keena Miller, Director of the Center for Health
County Hospital, Faye Guthrie retired March
Murray-Calloway
to
able
are
ensure
they
to
them
and Wellness and Occ Med at MCCH,Shelia Connor,Zumba instructor and Keith Travis, Vice
need every 1. Guthrie worked in the Surgical Unit as a Nursing AssiAtant.
they
the
get
nutrition
President for Institutional Development.
Pictured during a retirement celebration are, from left, Usa
day.
"Seniors may not get the nutri- Moss, Director of Med/Surg, Guthrie, John Wilson, Vice
tion they need for a variety of President of Human Resources and Lisa Ray, Vice President
reasons." says Heather Davis, of Patient Care Services.
Dining Services Director. "For
some, it's due to a lack of financial resources: for others, a lack
of reliable transportation. And in
- many cases, isolation and Special to the Ledger
depression have caused seniors
Murray-Calloway County. Hospital will offer free screenings on
to lose interest in cooking and
Diabetes-Day. Saturday, March 16, from 8-10 a.m. at the MCCH
eating healthfully."
Tower, second floor outpatient surgery area.
South
Emeritus at Murray has long
include blood pressure, blood test for cholesterol (12
Screenings
provided outreach to seniors
and diabetes (includes Hemoglobin A 1-C and
required)
fast
hour
who live at home through the
mass
index and waist circumference, breastfeeding
body
glucose),
where
Visits
program,
Home
dedicated senior living profes- information, nutrition information, carbon monoxide and dermassionals make home visits to can, exercise demonstrations and more. Each participant will receive
identify where seniors could use a free MCCH grocery tote and food and activity journal. For more
information call 762-1381.
help.
"We are committed to making
sure that every senior in need in
this area finds the combination
of programs and services that
serves them best, even if they do
not live with us," says Vonnie
Executive
Hays-Adams. .
Sean
left,
from
row
with,
School
back
Elementary
Calloway
East
at
Pictured are students
Stonecipher, Fitness Supervisor, Gerald Siddens, Fit for Learning instructor, Keith, Travis, Vice Director."The 10,000 Meals ini,illoway Count Chaptet
tiative also supports our 'Safely
President of Institutional Development and Chelsee Underwood, LASER Program.
Somewhere' program. ensuring
that no matter where a senior
lives, they are safe and living a
purposeful life."
Emeritus is asking for the public for help. Anyone who knows
a local senior needing a nutritious meal is asked to call
roDA)
A(
Emeritus. "We'll deliver the
meal along with a friendly face.
, David Kelley believes making
and some good conversation,"
a doctor's appointment for sore
270.759.5151
says Adams.
legs likely saved his life.
To help assist a senior in need
"I went to the doctor because
Griffin
a meal, call Emeritus at
of
(Dr.
and
my calves. hurt,
INSUR ANCE
at (270) 759-1555.
Murray
abdominal
an
found
Bicking)
aortic aneurysm above my belly
button," said Kelley, 64, of
Kuttawa. "I'm lucky I came in."
Abdominal aortic aneurysm is
the 13th leading cause of death
in the U.S., accounting for more
Photo courtesy of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
than 15,000 deaths each year, REBUCK RETIRES: Murray-Calloway County Hospital
according to the Society for recently hosted a retirement celebration for John Rebuck.
Vascular Surgery. It is referred Director of Radiology for dedicating nine years of service.
to as the "silent killer" because Pictured left to right: Lisa Ray, VP Patient Care Services.
most people don't know they Rebuck, and Heidi Hordyk who has been named the new
have it until it's too late when it Director of Radiology.
ruptures.
An aneurysm in the abdominal
aorta occurs when a weak por"Tile 1-09149lif of my day is when we 9et to fo(lov
tion expands. The pressure from
blood flowing through the aorta
tAp with s patient And they tell rvie that we have
causes its weakened part to
bulge, much like a balloon.
helped thew hear better in churchi or in a restaurant,
Bicking, a vascular surgeon at
And understand their 9rancichildren the environments
Baptist Health Paducah, inserted
graft
stent
endovascular
an
that are frost important to them "
inside the damaged aorta to prevent it from rupturing. "I had no
Tony Milliano, Au.D., Doctor of Audiology
pain after the surgery." said
Whitney Kubach
Kelley. "I had the surgery one
was
I
day
next
the
morning, and
home."
Risk factors include smoking,
Call today for a 75-day risk-free trial!
a family history of an aortic
presaneurysm and high blood
sure, Dr. Bicking said.
Dr. Bicking and his partner.
Joseph Mayo, M.D., treat any
condition that affects the circulatory system.
g-%Cerfied
4ict
"In the growing population of
Baby Boomers, vascular disease
is much more prevalent than it
Paducah • 150 Brett Chase, Ste B I Murray • 1 711 N 121 Bypass
has ever been," Dr. Bicking said.
Board Certified °lig
"Here in the South. there is a lot
do
www.wkyhearing.com
to
having
disease
vascular
Qf
270-753-9300•‘ivv.murraywomansclinic.com
with obesity. diet and smoking."

MCCH offers Diabetes Day screenings
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Sore legs helped
uncover identity
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PIP youth theatre
session to begin

be provided at no cost. The public is invited to attend and watch
the games at no cost. For more
information call Kim Toney at
(270)443-1200.
The mission of Easter Seals
West Kentucky is to enhance the
quality of life for children and
adults of all abilities by promoting personal development, independence, inclusion and equality. ESWKY was created in 1954
by The Paducah Lions Club and
the Charity League of Paducah,
Inc. For more information, visit
www.eswky.easterseals.com or
w .facebook.com/eswky

Datebook

Photo provided

Parnell to speak to
New Beginnings CCPL to hold Easter

Children hunt for Easter eggs at the CCPL's 2012 Easter
event. This year's event will be held March 27, at 10:30 a.m.

Beg innings Support Group
Saturday, March 16,at 7 p.m. at
Westside Baptist Church. 207
Robertson Road.South. Murray.
Parnell is a public speaker.
author, consultant and advocate
for drug endangered children.
He has spoken to tens of 10(0s
of people in more than 30 states
and three countries during the
past five years
about the danof
gers
Have you gotten your Easter dress yet'
hetamethamp
It is Sunday. March 31st barely two weeks
mine. He also
away. We have so many this year to choose
has provided
from
You are sure to love the bright spring
his services to
colors and various styles and textures. We
legal and med:
also have a variety of boleros wraps, and
Parnell
cardigans if its cold.
profesical
When you are wanting something speclergy
and
s
politician
sionals,
cial, and Easter is special, you will apprewhen they are looking for ways
ciate the fact that we don't have six, or
more of the same dress.
to combat methamphetamine or
We are a specialty store and that means
We
advance recovery options.
you.
for
just
styles
unique items and
will help you find the perfect thing for
To read Parnell's biography,
every(VOLUM.
www.facingthedragon.org
visit
blazers,
We also have brightly colored
or his Facebook page, Facing
cardigans and skirts, or pants, to go with
them.
the Dragon— David Parnell.
If you haven't tried our famous pull on
NBSG meetings are open to
pant with tummy control you're missing
out. These pants make you look 10 lbs
the public. Please note presentathinner. We have just received new colors
tions by Parnell are usually not
and patterns. Do yourself a favor and come
in
suitable for younger children.
pair
a
want
will
you
on,
them
try
to
every color.
Parental digression' is .advised
New Tribal has arrived. They base
older children. Childcare
for
•
and
jackets
also
dresses, too, this season,
mix
or
suit
a
as
will be available. Parking is in
shorts, or capri's to match
with jeans or skirts.
the rear of the building. For
More Yellow Box sandals have also
more information .or a ride, call
arrived, as well as shorts and tee's for
spring break.
Ron or Linda Wright at 753Congratulations to Candace Collins who
0156.
won this week's giveaway.

Special to the Ledger
David Parnell will be the
• keynote speaker for New

Come in the store to register or go to our
Facebook page and click on "Like" and
"Share" to be eligible. You'll also see pictures of what is new and you can call to
check the price and sizes. We will be
happy to ship it to you.
If you haven't met Bella yet (my new
Westie). please do so, she loves attention.
Stay tuned to next week's fun and fashion report...
VOTED MURRAY'S
(9.;01N,
FAVORITE
LADIES
, memo
_op v_A.,1
CLOTHING 21012

of•- "
K.ICtl-Ltsi
The Something For Everlone Store
305 SOuth 12th • Murray, KY .753-7441
WWW d k kelley.coal

IF YOU HAVE
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153-1916
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Furniture
Gallery!
Best Price on Every
Item, Every Day...

Egg Hunt,picnic
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Public Library will host an Caster Egg Hunt
and picnic Wednesday. March 27,at 10:30 a.m.
"Children of ages are invited to bring their Easter baskets and a
blanket to enjoy a morning of egg hunting and hot dog picnic," said
Sandy Linn. youth services librarian for CCPL.
Hundreds of eggs will be hidden for the children in the library's
reading garden. located behind the library, said Linn. After the egg
hunt a picnic lunch of hot dogs.chips,cookies and lemonade will be
provided for both thildren and adults.
The event will be held rain or shine and is -free of charge.

Hadley Jo
Watson
Joseph Watson and Natalie
Eberhardt are the parents of a
daughter. Hadley Jo Watson,
born Wednesday. Feb. 27. 2013.
at 12:46 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds,
13 ounces and measured 20
inches.
Grandparents are Joy and
Gary Watson. of Mayfield and
Bob and Debbie Eberhardt, of
Chicago. Ill.
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Revival services set

Line dance classes to be offered

A line dance class will be held every Monday and Thursday from
6-7 p.m. in the Woodmen of the World Hall. 330 C.C. Lowry Drive,
Murray. For more information call Donna Witherspoon at (731)
445-(X)80 or 753-4377. New dances are offered weekly.

Knit-wits will meet

The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in the
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
of all levels are welcome: For more information call Dot at 7534803.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet

Reformers' Unanimous,a faith-based addictions program, meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church.The public
is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or a ride.
call the church office a(753-l834.

ALS Support Group to meet

The Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Support Group will meet
Thursday, March 14, at 6 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Center for Health and Wellness Classroom. A representative from the ambulance,fire and police departments will speak. For
more information call Mitzi Cathey at 293-1748.

Zetas of MWC to meet

The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday, March 14, at 2 p.m. at the clubhouse. Ginny Harper.
Calloway County extension agent for 4-H youth, will speak about
"Remembering 4-H." Members are asked to bring items for an aucwill
tion. Mildred Newton will have Thought for the Day. Hostesses
to
ed
encourag
are
members
All
McMinn.
Nancy
be Newton and
attend.

CCHS SBDM Council will meet
Decision-Making

The Calloway County High School-Based
Council will meet in regular session Wednesday, March 13, at 3:30
p.m. in the media center. The public is invited to attend.

VFW Post 6291 to meet Thursday
Thursday. March

VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting
For
14,at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on U.S. Hwy. 121 N.
.
978-1052
(270)
at
Barrow
Flenoy
call
on
informati
more

Ladies Auxiliary VFW to meet
meeting Thursday.

Ladies VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly
March 14,at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on U.S. Hwy. 121
6:30
N. An informal meeting with.the VFW Post 6291 will be at
.
489-2436
at
p.m. For more information call Loretta Barrow

upkeep
Donations needed for cemeterydeductibl
e dona-

The New Concord Cemetery is in need of tax
Mac
tions to help with the upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to
Coleman, 296 Buchanan Lane, New Concord, KY 42076.

Kentucky Lake Flotilla to meet
Lake Flotilla will

The U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary's Kentucky
of
meet Thursday, March 14, at 7 p.m. at Glendale Road Church
Christ, Murray. Meetings are open to the public and interested
Sylvia
boaters are invited to attend. For more information call
.
753-4934
at
Canon
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CONSIGNMENTI'
SALES
Thurs., March 14 • 10am-8pm
Fri., March 15 • 10am-8pm
Sat., March 16 • 10am-5pm (with many items WI Price)
Choose from thousands of new & gently used toys. clothes. shoes. Infant gear.
Cocas games. tumiture & more for babies children. teens & moms rnol

Bring this ad to enter at 9am Any Day

SOO

TAIWAI
Logan
Johnstc
Taiwan

Sugar Creek Baptist Church, 1888 Faxon Road. Murray. will
hold revival services March 18-20., at 7 p.ni. nightly. Bro. Jordan
Roach will be evangelist. Due to a road closure, there is a detour:
from U.S. Hwy. 94 East, turn on Irvin Cobb Road (732): Turn left
on Liberty Road. Turn left on Faxon Road. All are welcome.

Special
PADUCAH, Ky. — The
Paducah Symphony Orchestra
will hold the second annual Beat
Beethoven! 5K Run/Walk at
Noble Park (Shelter No. 10) in
Paducah Saturday, March 16.
Pre-registration will be open
until Thursday. March 14, at
www.PaducahSymphony.org
for $25. Race day registration
will be $30.
Participants of all ages and
abilities are invited to walk or
run to the sounds of the musical
masterpiece, Beethoven's Fifth.
Race day registration will begin
at 7:30 a.m. with the 5K run
beginning at 9 a.m.,followed by
the 1 Mile Youth Run at 10 a.m.
Youth Run registration is $15.
Participants for the youth run
are classified as students under
16 years of age. The first 100
participants signed up are guaranteed a race T-shirt.
The Paducah Symphony
Orchestra is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization. The Kentucky
Arts Council, the state arts
agency, provides operating support to the Paducah Symphony
Orchestra with state tax dollars
and federal funding from the
National Endowment for the
Arts.

*excluding cleanere rnerrnsrwirse

Just North

The Gentry House is seeking donations of gently slightly used
furniture or appliances for families who are living in their transitional shelter. Also needed are trac phones. Representatives will pick
items up,if needed. Receipts of donations for tax purposes will also
be provided. To donate items, contact Wendy or Michael at 7616802.

Murray Spring 2013 Sale CFSB Center at MSU

25% Discount with Ttade-lril

13395 Hwy.641 N.• 731-498-8161

'Furniture for Families' neededor

BENTON,Ky. — Little Mister and Miss Tater Day Pageant 2013
and Miss Tater Day 2013 will be held Saturday. March 23, at 11
a.m. in the gymnasium of Benton Middle School.
Age groups for Little Mister and Miss include girls 0-18 months,
19-35 months. 3-4 years. 5-7 years, 8-10 years, 11-13 years and
boys 0-35 months.The age group for Miss Tater Day is 13-18 years.
For more information contact Jessica Phillips at 703-3086, Kelly
Jones at 527-9624 or 703-0551 or Melanie Tynes at 703-7079.

5K run, walk
set for Saturday
r —n
,,u2nouncemen1
to the Ledger

Pail of Tadpoles, Playhouse in the Park's
youth theatre company, will begin its spring
session the week of March 18. Grades 1-3 will
meet on Tuesdays from 3:30-4:45 p.m. while
grades 4-5 will meet on Mondays from 3:304:45 p.m. The group will meet once a week
for eight weeks. Each group will learn theatre
skills and present a small show at the end of
the semester. Contact Lisa Cope at 759-1752
or playhouse@murray-ky.net for more information.

Jessica Morris,
Community
Concert set for Thursday
editor
To celebrate Music In Our Schools Month.
the Murray Independent Schools will present a concert featuring all
the music ensembles of MISD Thursday, March 14, at 7 p.m. in the
MHS gym. The Murray Elementary School chorus, Murray Middle
School choir and Murray High School choir will perform as well as
the MMS sixth, seventh and eighth-grade band and the MHS
Symphonic Band. The concert is free and open to the public.

Beauty pageant to be held

It's All on Sale Now!
Includes New Arrivals!

12
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same
cash
as ca
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ESWKY to hold
basketball tournament
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH, Ky. — Easter,
Seals West Kentucky Twelve
Oaks Baptist Church,2110 New
Holt Road in Paducah, will hold
a basketball tournament featuring teams from Creative
Kevil,
J.U.
Enterprises,
program.
Murray's WATCH
Community Alternatives of
Kentucky and Easter Seals West
Kentucky. A March Madness
Basketball Tournament will be
held Friday, March 22, starting
at 10 a.m.
Games will be played at the
church. Lunch for players will

Nlorra

Save up 90% Off Retail Price on Everything
your family needs tor Spring & Summer!

www.kentuckykldssale.com • 270-734-9543
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TAIWAN PRESENTATION: Murray State University student
Logan Armstrong. right, presented a talk on Taiwan to Dr
Johnston's Global Marketing class March 5, with student from
Taiwan Y-Chen Huang. left

Basketball tournament
scheduled for Saturday

Special to the Ledger
Registration for Murray's
Miracles 5K Run/Walk, set for
Saturday. March 16, is now
open. The race will begin at 9
a.m. at 15th and Olive streets,
Murray. Race-day registration
will be taken at 7:30 a.m. at the
starting line.
To register online, visit
www.getmeregistered.com or
mail name, age. shirt size and
$25 to Murray Miracles. 264
Metcalf Lane. Almo,KY 42020.
For more information email
Becky English, Sam Steyr,
Ryan Dawson, Misirtite.
Vicki Williams or LaCosta
— at
—
Hayes
/mina y m racles@ yahoo.com
Proceeds will benefit St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital.

Special to the Ledger
HOOPS for HOPE, a 3-on-3 basketball tournament, will be held
Saturday. March 16. at Graves County Middle School. Registration
will begin at 8 a.m. for elementary and middle school players and
10:30 a.m. for high school and above. The event is sponsored by
Rozzell Chapel Youth Group. A portion of the proceeds will go to
the Mayfield-Graves County United Wa.For more information call
(270)376-2304.(270)705-2141 or (270)-705-1789.
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By BOB McGAUGHEY
MSU Print Media The Regional Business and
Innovation Center (RBIC)
housed in the Arthur J.
of
College
Bauernfeind
Business at Murray State
University will offer two free
seminars on SBIR/STTR funding opportunities in March.
The first will be held in the
Murray Room of the CFSB
Center Wednesday. March 27.
from 9-11 a.m. It will be cosponsored by the RBIC and the
Murray State Office of
Sponsored Programs.
The second seminar will be
Thursday. March 28, from 9-11
a.m. at the Murray State
Hopkinsville Regional Campus.

It will be co-sponsored by the their company and project. Both
the faculty and small businesses can
and
RBIC
Hopkinsville/Christian County participate in seeking SBIR
(Small Business Innovation
Chamber of Commerce.
The seminars will be led by Research) and STTR (Small
Mahendra Jain, senior vice pres- Business Technology Transfer)
ident of the Kentucky Science grant programs.
The grant programs provide
and Technology Corporation.
$150.000 to $1 million
about
Participants will have the opportunity to schedule a 15-minute dollars in early-stage R&D
private consultation with the funding. This is a non-dilute
seminar leader after each ses- funding source for the company.
Eleven federal agencies particision.
The Federal SBIRJSTTR pro- pate in and use this program to
gram offers more than $2.5 bil- fund R&D that will lead to
lion in grants to small firms for early-stage technology develophigh-risk research and develop- ment for commercialization.
Other organizations involved
ment and product development.
These seminars will enable in the planning of the seminars
attendees to determine if this are the Kentucky Science and
source of funding is right for Engineering Foundation and the

and
Science
Kentucky
Technology Corporation. Other
sponsors of the seminars are the
Business
Small
S.
U.
Administration, the CED-Office
of Commercialization and
Commerce
Innovation.
Lexington Inc., the University
of Kentucky and the University
of Louisville.
The seminars are free, but registration is required. For the
Murray seminar, visit http://sbirmurray.eventbrite.com. For the
Hopkinsville seminar, visit
http://sbirhopkinsville.eventbrite.Com.
For more information, contact
Beth Ward at the RBIC
or
6074
ward104murraystate.edu

Artist to hold events Thursday

is program, meets
hurch. The public
rmation or a ride.
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A COMMON BOND: Nancy Haverstock. left, enjoys a conversation with her mother's long-time friend, Margaret Crawford.
Both Haverstck's mother and Crawford attended school in
Lynn Grove and continued their friendship through years of
membership in the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of DAR
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e. Ginny Harper.
, will speak about
.7, items for an aucay. Hostesses will
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NEW OFFICERS INSTALLED: The Philanthropic Education Organization (P.E.O. Sisterhood)
installed its officers4or 2013-14 at the March 2, meeting at the home of Rosa Crass. Pictured,
_from left, are Rosa 'Crass, president; Ann Stanley, vice president; Sheila Henry, treasurer;
Susie Sams, recording secretary; Audrey Boyan, corresponding secretary; Betty Shepperson,
chaplain: and Charlotte Gregory, guard.

SBIR/STTR funding seminars set
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Special to the Ledger
Visiting Artist in Printmaking
Derrick Riley will hold a Relief
& 3D Silkscreen workshop
daily gifoutli. Thursday. March
14. in room 1004 of the Fine

Wondering what to do
with your money?

Arts building. located on
campus.
State's
Murray
Additionally. a visiting artist
talk & open portfolio will be
held Thursday. March 14. at
noon at Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
located on the sixth floor of

Price Doyle Fine Arts building.
There will be a T-shirt fundraiser and prinis will be for sale
with proceeds to benefit student
travel to the Southern Graphics
conference in Milwaukee. The
public is invited to attend.
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TO CREATE A GREAT
BANKING EXPERIENCE!
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W codren of the W crld s 24:dified larbwrEnt Life Insurarce certificate,
the Fnhancer; may be a Letter way to ixeserve your assets arrl help you
save fix ycur future and de future of yar loved cnes.
• Your cash may accumulate faster than in a CD
• Tax -deferred gain until received
• Avoid the hassles of probate
• Tax-free death benefit if paid to named beneficiary
Cal.1 Lis tcclay to fird cut if this cruld be your crpertanity to net aside
money and save cri irrure taxes.
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Insurance Protection
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Financial Security

tans of people think all banks are the same. Well, we'd like to spice up that
debate just a bit. At HERITAGE BANK. we know that no rwo customers
are the same, so we create different products and services
to meet the needs of everyone we serve. Plus, open afree
personal or fire business checking account and get this
handy-dandy mini slow cooker as afire gift! Come in
soon for a taste of just how neighborly a hank can be!

HERITAGEBANK
I One gift per accouni opened wnde sondhes lee
without notice
P,OW1P(1 at account opening finer and oat are tor a smiled time only and are sutnect to thange

'Requires a $100 minimum deposit to open account.
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MCCH...
From Front
Penner said volume numbers,
which began sinking at a dramatic rate early last year have
still not rebounded. In fact, he
said, this past October, a strategic plan was designed based on
rebounding volume numbers.,
"It's hard to execute that plan
when the numbers aren't there,
though," he said of the numbers
that show MCCH $7.5 million
below budget for inpatient volume since Oct. 1.
Second is the ongoing battle
MCCH and other healthcare
providers throughout Kentucky
are fighting with Medicaid managed care organizations when it
comes to reimbursements for
services rendered to patients.
MCCH continues to go without
about $3 million it says it is
owed from the MCOs who took
over the commonwealth's
healthcare system in late 2011.
Finally, there is the forthcoming 2 percent cut of Medicare
approximately
funds
$6670X)- that will come as a
result of the budget sequestration implemented by Congress.
Penner said that was not included in the budget for the current
fiscal year.
Kenny Imes of Murray, 5th
District state representative,
learned about the layoffs late
Tuesday during a break in what
was scheduled to be the final

day of work for the Kentucky
State Legislature in Frankfort.
Ironically, Imes has joined
Speaker of the House Greg
Stumbo as a main co-sponsor of
House Bill 5 the calls for a
for
way
quicker
hospitals/healthcare providers in
Kentucky to be able to file
grievances over Medicaid payments.
That bill, which passed by a
99-0 margin in the House last
week, has not moving through
the Senate as easily. That delay
may have been made to allow a
similar bill filed by Paducah's
Bob Leeper to merge with HB 5.
Still, upon hearing of the news
coming from his hometown.
Imes was not pleased with HB
5's progress.
"It passed 99-0 in the House you would figure it would've
sailed through the Senate in a
minimum of five days," Imes
said before the legislature
adjourned Tuesday. He said they
will reconvene to discuss this
bill and others March 25. ''We
have all of these hospitals
throughout the state with millions and millions of dollars.
missing, and (the legislature)
just continues to drag its feet'?
Nobody. anywhere, can give us
a satisfactory answer as to why?
"That's 2.8 percent that
(MCCH) lost today, but what
people have to understand is that
it affects everybody. It affects
the places where they get their
hair cut or the fast-food places
they go to eat at, say. once a

week."
Imes also said he began having a sinking feeling that this
type of news was coming when
he met with Penner and MCCH
Board of Trustees Chairman
Steve Owens in Frankfort several days ago. They updated him
and 1st District state Sen. Stan
Humphries of Cadiz on the fiscal health of the hospital.
Humphries could not be
reached for comment.
Hospital Board Treasurer
Kenny Darnell also seemed to
be preparing for the inevitable
during a recent Finance
Committee meeting.
"Failure is not an option here.
We may have to lose some good
people or lines of service, but
we're going to have to continue
operations in a smaller form,"
he said.
As was the case in October,
though, Penner said the employees he informed Tuesday handled the news way better than he
expected. Some, he said, went
so far as to say they understood
that their termination was to
help ensure the survival of the
hospital.
" I'd rather have them yell at
me," he said. "This was about as
classy a group as I've ever dealt
with. I mean you couldn't ask
for a more professional group.
"In 30 years of leading people
in the business world, this is the
toughest single time I've faced,
right up there with running a
trauma unit for the Army in
Iraq."
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MHS: Front Row (from left): Kelsey Roberts, Prashant Chakradhar, Brady Powell, Joel
Ferguson, Max Crofton and Chelsey Church; Second Row (from left): Meen Thawainin,
Nathan Sutherland, Yoon Jae Lee, Tiffany Parham, Erin Fitzer, Allie Swann, Sarah Parker;
Third Row (from left): Abigail Paschall, Payton Allison, Caroline Collins, Joseph Winchester,
Madison Hines, Nate Wray, Victoria Holmes, Kristen Farley; Fourth Row (from left): James
White, Jason Spann, Jacob Clingermayer, Charles Graves, Tristan Enoch, Will Haneline and
Marshall Hill; Not Pictured: David Lu, Paige Drew, Grant Allen, Lindsay Coleman and Abby
Robinson.

signs and traffic lights during the pursuit before
slowing as he came to close to Karen Faye Lane.
At that point. Mighell said she was able to pass
the bike with her car. allowing her to make a stop
and arrest the driver.
Michael Gordon. 35, of Hardin faces charges of
fleeing/evading police, no motorcycle license, no
registration plates, disregarding a stop sign, failure to comply with a helmet law and failure to
maintain required insurance. He also was served
an active warrant out of Marshall County for failure to appear in court.
Individuals facing charges are innocent until
proven guilty.
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Hardin man faces charges after reported chase
Staff Report
A Hardin man was arrested Sunday after a short
chase in which a Marshall County deputy pursued
him while he allegedly attempted to flee on a
motorcycle.
Deputy Samantha Mighell said she observed a
bike leaving the Hardin park with a passenger
exiting the bike and the driver attempting to flee.
Mighell reported motioning for the driver to stop
then activated her blue lights with the driver
allegedly turned around several times and looked
at Mighell's car.
Mighell reported the driver ran multiple stop

I
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Photos provided
MMS: Front Row (from left): Tahn Thawainin, Ryan Wezner, Addy Jewell. Jung Woo Hong,
Adrian Gaddis, Tyler Robinson, Camden Klotz, Dan Jackson; Second Row (from left): Randi
Galloway, Bianca Alverio, Elizabeth Williams, Natasha Purcell, Mariah Lyons, Wendy Waltrip,
Emily Drew, Liza Burlutska, Sarah Crutcher, Abongo Adongo; Third Row (from left): Dylan
Vance, Alexis Fortner, Cheyenne Chaney, Elijah Armstrong, Luke Armstrong, Jackson
Osborne, Anna Cate Brown, Abby Parker; Not Pictured: Nathan Weber, Austin Cobb, Jordan
Rickman, Brynn Jones, Alexander Gaddis and Zac Boardman.
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Students receive top KMEA recognitions

LET YOUR FAVORITE WATERING HOLE
BRING THE BAR TO YOU WITH OUR NEW

CATERING AND LIQUOR LICENSE
Licensed bartenders can legally provide a cash bar
for your organization at the location of your choice.
Former partner of Brothers BBQ, Ron "RG" Gladden,
has teamed up with the Big Apple to provide

BRIO AND ALL- THE IFDDN'S
On the daily menu. Also available fur catering!
Visit us on Arcadia Drive behind Los Portales
or call for information at 759-8866

toward their performances and
Special to the Ledger
On Saturday, March 2, 64 feel lucky to work with so many
band- students from Murray students who care enough to put
Middle School and Murray in the amount of time to prepare
High School participated in the for this activity."
Tim Zeiss, MHS band direcFirst District Kentucky Music
Educators Association Solo and tor, said he agrees with
Ensemble Festival held at Stribling's perception of the two
bands.
Murray State University.
"I am very proud of our stuthemby
performed
Students
selves and in small groups for dents who participated in Solo
were and Ensemble," Zeiss said.
judges. Performances
"The time and effort put in
Novice,
of
scale
rated on a
or shows you the character, talent,
Apprentice. Proficient
Distinguished (the highest rat- and discipline displayed by our
students."
ing possible).
Students from the Murray Middle School
MMS Band Director Beth
and High School Bands received 14 ratings
Stribling said these students of Proficient and 42 ratings of Distinguished
have been working diligently to
Ratings of PROFICIENT are as follows•
prepare for this day since their Elizabeth Williams (6) Callie Adams (14
and Sarah Parker (11) on their flute solos.
return from Christmas break:
Liza Borlutska (7) on her oboe solo: Jordan
"The preparation these stu- Rickman (7) and Tiffany Parham (11) for her
dents have put into this event clarinet solos: Luke Armstrong (7) and
helps develop their individual Jackson Osborne (7) on their trumpet solos.
musicianship more than any Nathan Sutherland (11) on his horn solo,
(9) on his Trombone Solo,
other band activity in which Meen Thawainin
Addy Jewell (7) on her snare and mallet
they can be involved," Stribling solos: Luke Armstrong (7) and Jackson
said. "I am very proud of the Osborne (7) for their trumpet duet and
effort these students put forth Abongo Adondo (7), Tyler Robinson (7),

•

"Surge Protection
feituring Danny
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Marshall Hill (9), Chelsey Church (11),
Lindsay Coleman (11). Jacob Clingermayer
(12), Tnstan Enoch (12) and Jason Spann
(12) for their percussion ensemble perforrnance
Receiving a rating of DISTINGUISHED for
their solo performances were: Emily Drew
(7). Payton Allison (9), Abigail Paschall
(10), Allie Swann (10) and Victoria Holmes
(10) on their Flute Solos: David Lu (9) on his
clarinet solo: Anna Cate Brown (8) on her
bassoon solo; Natasha Purcell (6),
Camden Klotz (7), Tahn Thawainin (7),
Wendy Waltnp (8). and Charlie Graves (12)
on their saxophone solos. Manah Lyons (7):
Adnan Gaddis (8) and Brady Powell (12) on
their Trumpet Solos: Ryan Wezner (7), and
Austin Cobb (8) on their French Horn Solos:
Dylan Vance (6), Nate Weber (8) and Yoon
Jae Lee (12) on their trombone solos:
Prashant Chakradhar (10) and Joel
Ferguson (12) on their euphonium solos:
Bianca Alverio (6), Randi Galloway (6).
Abongo Adongo (7), Tyler Robinson (7). and
Sarah Crutcher for their snare drum solos:
and Tyler Robinson (7) on his timpani solo
DISTINGUISHED ratings for ensemble
performances were received by: Emily Drew
(7), Payton Allison (9), Callie Adams (10).
Abigail Paschall (10). Victoria Holmes (11),
Sarah Parker (11) and Abe Swann (11) for
their Flute Choir performance, Anna Cate
Brown (8), Abby Parker (8). David Lu (9),
Err Fitzer (11), and Tiffany Parham for their
clannet choir performance; Camden Klotz
(7), Tahn Thawainin (7). Wendy Waltrip (8)
and Charles Graves (12) for their sax quartet performance, Camden Klotz (7), Alexis
Fortner (7), Tahn Thawainin (7), Wendy
Waltrip (8), James White (10). Charlie
Graves (12) and Joseph Winchester (12) as
members of the Sax Choir: Camden Klotz
and Dan Jackson for their performance as a
mixed duet, Wendy Waltrip (8), Anna Cate
Brown (8) and Brynn Jones (8) for their
mixed tno performance. Victoria Holmes
(11), Payton Allison (9). Sarah Parker (11)
Tiffany Parham (11), Eryn Fier (11), David
Lu (9). Alexis Fortner (7), Camden Klotz (7),
Joseph Winchester (12). Charles Graves
(12), Anna Cate Brown (8), James White
(10) and Tahn Thawainin (7) for their performance in Woodwind Choir, Cheyenne
Chaney (8) and Paige Drew (12)for their low
brass duel; Kelsey Roberts (12) and Max
Crofton (12) for their tuba duet: Madison
Hines (9). Grant Allen (11), Ryan Wezner
(7), Nathan Sutherland (11), Nathan Weber
(8). Moen Thawainin (9), Paige Drew (12),
Prashant Chakradhar (10). Joel Ferguson
(12), Eleah Armstrong (7), Max Crofton (12)
and Kelsey Roberts (12) for their performance in the Murray High Brass Choir:
Alexander Gadd* (7). Elilah Armstong (7),
Nathan Weber (8), Meen Thawainin (9),
Prashant Chakradhar (10). Joel Ferguson
(12), Paige Drew (12), Yoon Jae Lee (12),
Max Crofton (12) and Kelsey Roberts (12)
for their performance in the Low Brass Choir.
Abongo Adongo, Jung Woo Hong, Dan
Jackson: Addy Jewell and Tyler Robinson for
the 7th Grade Percussion Ensemble performance. Sarah Crutcher and Zac
Boardrnan for the 8th Grade Percussion
Ensemble Performance and Nate Wray (9)
WI Haneline (9). Marshall HI (9), Caroline
Collins (10), Chelsey Church (11), Lindsay
Coleman (11), Kristin Farley (11), Kristen
Faney (11). Abby Robinson (11), Jacob
Clingermayer (12). Tristan Enoch (12) and
Jason Spann (12) kr their performance in
the Murray High Percussion Ensemble
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COLLEGE BASEBALL: MURRAY STATE 7, NORTHERN ILLINOIS

Maerz, Kozlowski lead 'Weds in win
MCDONALD SAYS MURRAY STATE MORE WORRIED ABOUT SHOWING
IMPROVEMENT THAN RESULTS
By RICKY MARTIN
Maerz earned his first colleSports Editor
giate win in just his second start,
Rob McDonald is much more striking out a career-high seven
concerned about the process than batters. Entering his final inning
of work because of a pitch count,
he is the results right now.
When the results come any- Maerz struck out all three batters
and McDonald said it was nice to
way?
Well, the Murray Suite skipper see Maerz in control on the
mound.
just sees it as an added bonus.
Tuesday afternoon. McDonald
"(Maerz)hasjust improved by
watched a pair of 'Breds accom- leaps and bounds," he said."Each
plish two very important things time he goes out there and pitch— each showed improvement es, he needs to pitch well and he's
and both helped lead Murray been throwing the ball really
well. He's throwing the ball
State to a positive result.
Freshman Cody Maerz tossed where he wants it. he's throwing
five innings of shutout baseball the ball down around the knees
while senior Mike Kozlowski and just really commanding his
drove in four runs, as Murray pitches well.
"And on top of that, he's havState,took down Northern Illinois
ing good results. So he's really
7-1.

PREP TENNIS

doing a good job. He looks poised
and confident and 1 think that's
not only going to benefit him, but
benefit the rest of our staff."
Meanwhile, Maerz got plenty
of run support from Kozlowski,
who McDonald joked with after
the game about coming out of a
small slump to start the year.
"I've been getting on
(Kozlowski) a little bit,"
McDonald said. -He's a really
strong kid and he's got a lot of
pop and he's just been out of sync
lately. But in the last few games,
he's been coining on and you can
see him gradually getting better
and better.
"All fall long we couldn't get
him out, nobody could get him
out in our intersquad games and
all of that, so he's starting to look
more like you expect him to
look."
Kozlowski finished the day 4
for 5 with three doubles, spearheading a 14:hit day for the

'Breds against the Huskies.
Eggenschwiler
Brandon
chipped in a three-hit day and
drove in a run, while every
Murray State starter had at least
one hit.
The 'Breds (7-9) got on the
board in the first inning when Ty
Stetson doubled just inside the
bag at first to extend his hit streak
to seven games.
After moving to third on a
ground out, Eggenschwiler plated
Stetson with a single into left
field.
Murray State manufactured
another run in the second, as Ben
Lott walked on four pitches and
went to second on sacrifice bunt
from Nick Paradossi. A Greg
Guest single to left put runners on
the corners, then Stetson delivered an RBI ground out to second
base.
Paraciossi delivered a solo
ai See'BREDS, 10A

Photo by MSU Athletics

Freshman Cody Maerz threw five scoreless innings
Tuesday afternoon, as Murray State beat Northern Illinois
7-1 at Reagan Field.

PREP BASEBALL: MURRAY HIGH 1, HEATH 0

PREP TENNIS
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Timo
High's
Murray
Marrano, a junior exchange
student, returns a shot
Tuesday against CCA.

Calloway County's Laiken
during
serves
Balmer
Tuesday afternoon's match
against Mayfield.

By DAVID RAMEY
By NICK DOLAN
Sports Writer
After opening the season
without a win in their first match
DAVID RAMEY Ledger & Times
Monday afternoon the Calloway
field. Brown earned a no
Tiger
at
afternoon
Tuesday
early
County boys and girls tennis Murray High freshman Luke Brown delivers a pitch home
on a hit by Zack
seventh
the
of
bottom
the
in
run
game-winning
teams notched their first win of decision in the start against Heath, but scored the
the year Tuesday night against Grogan to take down the Pirates 1-0 in the 2013 home opener.
visiting Mayfield.
The Lakers were swept in
their season opener against
Paducah Tilghman but came out
in the second match of the season looking to rebound from
early season dissapointment.
The girls were the bright spot
for Calloway County on the day.
sweeping a short handed
Cardinals squad due to injury.
With one out in the bottom
pitch and just didn't execute.
"The girls went undefeated
the seventh. Brown was hit
of
practice
it
on
work
we'll
But
today."
across the board
and the next time we will exe- by a pitch. He took off for secCalloway County head coach
ond and Grogan laced an outcute it."
Cody Brown said. "Mayfield
In the second, John Ramey side pitch through the hole at
had some injury issues thats
reached on a bunt single, Grant second base. Brown kept runwhy it was a different type of
was
the
in
us
today
help
but
but
McDonald walked and Tanner ning and scored easily when
do nothing
scoring match
By DAVID RAMEY
out
singled to load the Heath bobbled the ball in the
working
are
They
Foster
much improved from yesterrun.
long
Sports Writer
back-to- outfield.
day."
It was another tight one for for us up to this point," Grogan bases. But Murray had
"We executed it well,"
The girls first overall team the Murray High Tigers said. "It's putting us in spots back strikeouts and Luke
Grogan said. "Zach hit it right
win started off with a doubles Tuesday.
that we are eventually going to Rtown flied out to right.
Murray left runners on sec- where it was supposed to be
victory.
And another win in the last have to be put in, so we might
hit."
Laiken Balmer and Lily at bat.
as well be put in them early. ond and third in the fifth.
The Tigers could see Heath
dominatwas
and
nice
Brown
Swain paired up to defeat
playing
Luke
are
guys
The
Brown
Luke
Murray's
Mayfield's Sadie Keeling and scored from first on a perfect- relaxed even as the game goes ing in his 5 1/3 innings of work again as both teams are in the
Faith Ivey 8-3 to kick star the
on the mound, striking out nine' mix for the All 'A' in the 1st
ly-executed hit and run play off on.
afternoon.
Tuesday's nail biter came off Heath hitters before giving way Region.
the bat of Zach Grogan to give
Murray is the No. 2 seed in
Italy Orduna and Tori Hahs
Grogan, who sat down
the Tigers a walk-off 1-0 win the Tigers missed some to Zach
deci8-3
another
All 'A', while Heath is the
get
the
with
to
followed
chances early on to: get on the all five hitters he faced
over Heath at Ty Ho
3. St. Mary's is the top
No.
sion over Laney Coplen and
on
men
win.
the
boards. They left seven
Stadium in a previer of
Lindsey Wright.
seed.
wonderwas
pitching
"Our
innings,
four
first
the
in
base
All 'A' battle.
Balmer would follow up her potential
"(Heath) They've got a nice
including the bases loaded in ful," Grogan said. "It's early in
win came a
Tuesday's
win
8-2
an
with
Grogan said. "They've
doubles victory
club,"
doesn't
Luke
but
season
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Tigers
posted a 5-3 nin the second. The
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On
scoring in their last at bat to third with no one out and did freshman.
a good win
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beating the Lady Cardinal 8-5.
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of
pan
physical
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box
not score.
Hahs and Orduna would break a 3-3 tie.
"
us.
for
he
—
part
"To me,that's got to be auto- game and the mental
Tiger coach Mitch Grogan
round out the day for the Lady
Murray returns to play
Grogan said. "Some of just doesn't play any part of it
matic,"
are
wins
of
types
those
vicbelieves
Livingston
Lakers scoring 8-6 and 8-5
that is execution. We had a like a freshman. He's nice to Saturday hosting
going to pay off for Murray.
p.m.
1
at
Central
•See LAKERS, 10A
"I really think that this can squeeze on and got a good watch."

TIGERS TAKE DOWN HF. VIII 1-0 ON
LATE GAME HEROICS FROM BROWN,
GROGAN IN HOME OPENER

Sports Writer

The Murray High tennis team
features a host of new faces on
the boys side and a host of
returnees for the Lady, Tiger
girls.
It also featured.a new head
coach.
Michael D'Elia, who served
as the team's assistant coach,
takes over the main post in
2013.
He is hoping to build the program up and the game of tennis
in the community.
"I'm trying to get out in the
community and get a lot of people more involved in the game,"
D'Elia said. "We're going to do
some camps this summer and
see if we can get more kids out."
Getting ready for 2013 has
been a little of a challenge due to
the temperatures.
"We obviously haven't had a
lot of time due to the weather,"
D'Elia said."Everybody is doing
well. We lost six senior guys last
year so we've had to replace.
We've got a young team with a
lot of brand new players but
they've come and really picked
up the game quickly."
Timo Maranno. a junior, is an
exchange student, who has made
a quick impact on the Tiger program. He will play at the No. 2
spot for Murray.
"He's came in and beaten
everbody," D'Elia said.
Prashant Chakredhar and
Jacob Clingermayer both are
returnees from last year for the
Tigers while seniors Eric Wann
and Joel Ferguson are making
their debuts and are new to the
game.
II See TIGERS, 10A
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MURRAY STATE GOLF

PREP SOFTBALL

Newcomb earns medalist
honors, Racers take third

Lady Tigers
drop season
opener at
South Fulton

WIN MARKS
FOURTH CAREER
VICTORY FOR
SENIOR NEWCOMB
From MSU AthieUce
Murray State men's golfer
Patrick Newcomb earned his
fourth career victory Tuesday
at the Grover Page Classic at
Jackson Country Club in
Jackson, Tenn.
Newcomb and the Racers
rallied to a third place finish in
the field of 13 teams with
scores of 304-295-299=898.
Newcomb won the event by
six shots with rounds of 74-6771 for a 4-under-par 212, while
Hunter York placed 12th in the

field of 73 players with rounds Lipscomb (899) was in fourth
of 77-73-74=224. Other MSU and UT Martin B (909) roundfinishes included Preston ed out the top-5. Morehead
French in 17th place with State (914), Tennessee Tech
scores of 73-78-75=227, Tyler (915), Southern Illinois (925),
Brown in 47th place with Tennessee State (935), John A.
rounds of 83-77-78=238 and Logan
(944),
Trevecca
Brock Simmons in 62nd place Nazarene (957), Jackson State
(971) and Bethel (TN) (982)
with scores of 80-87-80=247.
MSU's Duncan McCormick rounded out the field.
UTM's Brendon Caballero
and Jared Gosser played the
individuals. and Union's • Kody Alexander
event
as
second
McCormick carded scores of finished
behind
75-76-76=227 which was good Newcomb at 218.
The Jackson Country Club
for a 17th place finish, while
Gosser placed 26th with rounds played to a par of 72 and 6,783
yards.
of 77-76-78=231.
MSU finished eight shots - The Racers' next event is the
behind host and winner UT Mission Inn Spring Spectacular
Martin (890) while Union(TN) in Boca Raton, Fla.(March 16(893) finished in second place. 18) at the Mission Inn Resort After the Racers in third place Las Colinas Course in an event
at 898, first round leader hosted by George Mason.

Staff Report
The Murray High Lady Tiger
softball team dropped its season
opener Tuesday at South Fulton.
Holding a 2-0 lead, Murray
gave up three runs in the bottom
of the sixth against the Red
Devils.
Lexie Harper tossed a complete game for the Lady Tigers,
striking out four. Murray was
led by Liz Groan with a double,
single and an RBI while Prestley
Blane had an RBI double and
scored and Bayleigh Blane singled and scored.
Murray visits Jackson, Tenn.
this weekend for the Sarah Beth
Whitehead
Memorial
Tournament with two games set
for Friday night.

A fielding error, a single and a
hit by pitch loaded the bases with
one out. After a strikeout, Micah
McCulloch drew a four-pitch
walk to score the lead runner.
The 'Breds got the run back in
eighth whai Eggenschwiler's single turned into an extra base on an
error by the center fielder.
Kozlowski would drive in his
final run of the day in the next atbat.
Sheldon Baxter tossed two

"He's another one that we
know he's very capable and he's
had a little bit of a rough spell
lately," McDonald said. "He hasn't thrown as well as he's capable
of, but hopefully he will Come out
and just pitch real well and.compete and we will take the result.
"If he throws the ball like he's
capable, we will take the results."
Because remember, it's all
about the process for now.

•Breds...
From Page 9A
home run to right to lead off the
fourth inning, extending Murray
State's lead. Then Guest and
Taylor Mathews each drew walks
before coming around to score on
a Kozlowski double.
The top of the Murray State
order pushed across another run
in the sixth, then NIU (2-13)
finally got on the board in the
seventh.

II Lakers...
From Page 9A
tories respectively.
While the girls took care of
business against a struggling
Mayfield team the boys had a
tougher time getting their first
"W"of the season.
'.'We had a lot of close matches," Brown said. "We had two
almost go into a tie break and
one that did go into a tie break.
The boys fought hard all day
long, all throughout and picked
up a big win in doubles."
Bailey Futrell and Zack Holt
started off the day for the boys
singles'squad both losing 0-8 to
Dane Coles and Jake Guhy

respectively.
However, the Lakers three
through five seeds put up a fight
against the Cardinals.
Erik Winkler took Richard
Null to a tie break ultimately
losing 8-8,3-9.
Ricardo Illanes dropped his
match
6-8
to
Mailque
Humphries and Juwan Kang
lossed to Jose Roman 7-9.
Josh Cunningham rounded
out the boys singles day with a
1-8 loss against Brandon Jaco.
The boys doubles teams didn't have much more luck against
the Cardinals going I for 2
against Mayfield.
Holt and Jack Vaught

innings of relief, allowing one
unearned run on one hit and two
strikeouts. John Rafferty did not
allow a hit in his two innings of
work.
Bobby Kuntzendorf(0-1)took
the loss after allowing five runs
on five hits and five walks over
3.1 innings for Northern Illinois.
McDonald will send freshman
Alex Gordon to the hill today to
face off against the Huskies in the
two-game series finale.
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KHSAA Sports
Prep Baseball
Tuesday
Murray High 1, Heath 0
Graves Co 13. Reidland 1
Paducah Tilghman 20 Hickman Co 0
Prep Softball
Tuesday
South Fulton Tenn 3. Murray High 2

33
Utah
30
Dallas
29
Portland
22
Minnesota
22
Phoenix
22
Nevi, Orleans
22
Sacramento
,
d -division leader
xiclinched playoff spot

National Basketball Association
All Times EDT
Eastern Conference
L Pct GB
48 14 774
x-Miami
38 23 623 9.5
d-New York
39 24.619 9.5
d-lndiana
38 27.585 11.5
Brooklyn
Chicago
35 28.556 13.5
Boston
34 29.540 14.5
34 29.540 14.5
Atlanta
16
Milwaukee
32 30.516
24
25 39.391
Toronto
24 39.381 24.5
Philadelphia
27
Detroit
23 43.348
27
Cleveland
22 42 344
20 42.323
28
Washington
18 47 277 31.5
Orlando
14 50 219
Charlotte
35
Western Conference
W
L Pct GB
d-San Antonio
49 16.754
1,5
47 17 734
d-Oklahoma City
4
d-L.A. Clippers
45 20 692
42 19 689
5
Memphis
Denver
43 22 662
6
13
Golden State
36 29.554
34 30 531 145
Houston
L.A. Lakers
34 31 523
15

Monday's Games
Philadelphia 106, Brooklyn 97
105. Oklahoma City 93
Antonio
San
Utah 103. Detroit 90
Denver 108. Phoenix 93 Golden State 92. New York 63
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland 95. Washington 90
Charlotte 100, Boston 74
L.A. Lakers 106, Orlando 97
Brooklyn 108, New ()deans 98
Miami 98, Atlanta 81
Minnesota 107, San Antonio 83
Dallas 115. Milwaukee 108
MemPhis at Portland. 10 p m
Wednesday's Games
Miami at Philadelphia. 7 p.m
Minnesota at Indiana, 7 p.m
Milwaukee at Washington, 7 p.m.
Toronto at Boston,, 30 p.m.
LA. Lakers at Atla a, 730 p.m
Phoenix at Houston, 8 p m
Utah at Oklahoma City, 8 p m.
Chicago at Sacramento, 10 p.m
Detroit at Golden State, 10:30 p.m
Memphis at L.A. Clippers, 1030 p.m
New York at Denver. 1030 p.m.

•Tigers...

From Page 9A
"They've all worked really
hard," D'Elia said.
While there will be new-faces
on the boys side, Murray returns
its girls squad almost intact.
"We didn't lose any girls.
We've built a little bit," D'Elia
dropped the one seed match 2-8 played a huge factor (Monday) said. "A lot of them have pracagainst Coles and Guhy. Futrell so it's really tought to see what ticed during the off-season and
and Winkler scored the Lakers improvements were made. But they've gotten better."
only win of the day, beating Null everyone seemed to stay in it a
Junior Natalie Adams will
and Roman 8-4 in the two seed little more today.
play at No. 1 for the Lady
matchup and Zack Eelb and
"I think they felt a little more Tigers, while Kennedy Jones,
Blake Wetherington fell to confident
playing
against who advanced in last year's
Humpries and Jaco 1-8 in the Mayfield, not to take anything regional tournament, has the No.
final doubles match.
awaya from Mayfield but it 2 spot.
Even though the boys were
,Samantha Taylor, Hannah
seemed like they had a little bit
not as successfull as the Lady
Riley, Jordan Rowland and Beth
Lakers Tuesday Brown said he more confidence on their back Graham will also be factors in
saw some resilience and confi- and maybe it was just the fact the Lady Tiger lineup.
dence he did not see against that they got the first match and
Murray split action against
all that stuff out of the way. Community
Paducah Tilghman.
Christian
on
"Paducah Tilghman is really They looked more comfortable Tuesday, with the boys falling 5really tough, historically," he on the court 'and everything 4 and the girls pos.ting a 6-1 win.
said. "So we knew (Monday) seemd to be a little better for
Maranno fell 8-2 to Caleb
would be tough and the weather them today.",
Jones of CCA, while Chakredar

posted a 9-7 win over Tannor
Schroader. Clingemayer fell'9-7
to Marcus Rommelman while
Hunter Rommelinark defeated
Suphat Yoop.ensuk.
Eric Wann was an 8-2 winner
over Brandon Smith and
Ferguson was a 9-7 winner over
Luke McGee.
In doubles play. Chakredhar
and Clingemayer. fell 8-2 while
Maranno and Ferguson lost an
8-6 decision. Wann and
Yoopensuk score* an 8-1 win
for MHS.
In girls play, Adams was an
8-1 winner over Carson Brown.
Kennedy Jones was an 8-1 winner over Jana McKeown.
Samantha Taylor wasn 8-0 winner over Emilee Marsh while
Riley posted an
win over
Bailey Arnett.
In doubles play, Adams and
Taylor scored an 8-1 win while
Graham and Rowland dropped
an 8-3 decision.
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March 16th • 12:00--:00 p.m.
For every new or pre-owned vehicle we sell by March 30th,
David Taylor Chrysler will donate $100 to St. Judes.
If we sell 30 or more, we will double our donation!
1400 North 12th Street • Murray • 270-753-6448

vitvw.davidtaylorchrysler.com

March 12 Breds
vs. Northern Illinois at 2:00pm
March 13 Breds
vs. Northern Illinois at I :oopm
March 15 Breds
vs. LIT Martin at 3:00pm
arch 16 Softball
vs. Southeast Missouri at Noon
March 16 Breds
vs. UT Martin at 2:00Pm
vs. Southeast Missouri

March 17 Breds

at Noon

vs. UT Martin at 1 00Pm
48m
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Woking Back
Ten years ago
Named to the honor roll for the
fall semester at Georgetown College were Danny O'Shea Hudspeth U, Jeanne Catherine Maddox and Mitchell Ray Woods, all
of Murray.
Serving as president of the Calloway County Farm Bureau is Don
Overbey.
. The Murray Youth Sports Association voted to switch the league's
baseball and softball sanction from
its current PONY affiliation to the
United States Specialty Sports
Association.
Joe Pat James has been named
the new Calloway County chairman of the Kentucky Historical
Highway Marker Program.
Jesse James (Jess) Oakley celebrated his 90th birthday March
8, with a family dinner at the
home of his daughter, Vickey Oakley Lane.
Twenty years ago
Alvis Jones, president of Murray Lions Club, is pictured donating $500 to Murray Chief of Police
Larry Elkins and D.A.R.E. Officer Sgt. Melodic Jones.
A ribbon cutting ceremony was
held for Zak Imprinted Sportswear, 104 North 15th St. The
owner is Chris Costello and Ron
Gladden.
The Rev. and Mrs. J. Norman
Ellis, of Grand Rivers, will celebrate .their 50th wedding anniversary March 21, at the Bank of
Livingston County. The couple
was married March 19, 1943.
Mark Paschall was recognized
as the first runner-up in the
statewide Rural Leadership Contest at the Kentucky Young Farmer
State Convention.
Thirty years ago
A recent birth reported at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
Feb. 20 includes a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Clayton Hendricks.
Mr. and Mrs. Tolbert Story, of
Puryear, Tenn., will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary March
13, with a reception at Hazel Baptist Church. The couple was married March II, 1933.
Murray State Racer head coach

Ron Greene was named as the
league's Coach of the Year.
Mark Paschall, of Murray, was
one of seven Kentucky burley producers saluted as Outstanding
Young Tobacco Farmers by Philip
Morris USA and the University
of Kentucky.
Tim Pittman became the first
football player in Calloway County High School history to sign a
scholarship offer. He will attend
Baker University, Baldwin, Kansas.
He is the son of Katherine Pittman
and grandmother of Pauline
Pittman.
Kathy Rains, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Rains, of Murray, was the area winner of the
balloon liftoff to start the sale of
Girl Scout Cookies. She is a m
ember of Troop No. 574.
Deborah M. Therrien, 16, daughter of Harold and Linda Therrien,
is a member of the Calloway
County High •School Chamber
Singers, selected as one of 10 choirs
to represent the United States of
America at the International Youth
and Music Festival, Vienna Austria.
Forty years ago
Ronald L. Mathis, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James W. Mathis, has
been promoted to the rank of sergeant in the U.S. Air Force.
Annie Willis was honored at a
surprise party in celebration of
her 93rd birthday at the Ellis Center.
Fifty years ago
Harold Wayne . Lewis, United
States Navy, has been transferred
from Port Hueneme, Calif., to a
base in Iceland.
John Koertner, senior art major
from Murray, is organizing a cave
exploring group at Murray State
College.
Sixty years ago
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James English,
March 7; and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert McCuan. March 8.
Mrs. Zelda Galloway was honcited at a surprise birthday dinner
at the home of Mrs. Minnie Doran
March 10.
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Eating the right foods is one
Wife can't forgive husband
way to lower cholesterol
who cheated on her for years
DEAR ABBY: I have been married 30 years and have raised four
children to adulthood. I recently
found out my husband has been
having an affair with a prostitute
from a strip club. He paid all her
living expenses and promised to
marry her. She was 26 when it
started; he is 56. He told her his
wife had run
with
away
another man
and that he
was divorced.
When I confronted him,
he lied, lied,
lied.
He wants
to continue
living together and pretend
nothing hapBy Abigail
He
pened.
Van Buren
went to counseling and quit. Then he went to
a psychiatrist, who diagnosed him
with a "mixed personality disorder." He says he wants to make
up for his mistake with me, but
all the while he was having unprotected sex. •
I doubt he'll ever stop lying
to me because he always has. I
can't spend the rest of my life
looking over my shoulder because
this has happened before, although
not to this extent. He said he just
"led a double life" and he doesn't want to do it anymore. He admitted he did it because he never
thought he would get caught.
During this long affair, he was
brazen, arrogant and abusive to
me. Now he wants to be attentive, but he makes me sick. What
do I do? -- CANT TRUST HIM
IN NEW JERSEY
DEAR CAN'T TRUST HIM:
Only you can decide that, but in
order to do it rationally, without
anger or vengefulness. I'm advising you to make up your mind
AFTER some sessions with a psychologist on your own. What your
husband wants at this point is far
less important than what YOU

Dear Abby

want. And why you would want
to continue in a marriage to an
abusive philanderer is something
only you can answer.

DEAR DOCTOR K: I know
lots of foods raise cholesterol levels. But are there any foods that
lower cholesterol?
•••••
DEAR READER: Indeed there
DEAR ABBY: I am a gay
are. But before talking about them,
man who has been single for
it's worth saying a few words
seven years. 1 met this guy,"Mark,"
about foods that raise your choabout 10 months ago and we hit
lesterol.
it off immediately. We have almost
Except for a very few people
inherit
everything in common except that
who
that
I'm a Democrat and he's a Repubgenes
lican. We both know how we feel
cause them to
about our political differences and
have high chodecided to continue dating.
lesterol, most
My problem concerns my other
of us who have
gay friends, mostly Democrats.
had a "choleswho don't like Mark because he's
terol problem"
(which
a Republican. I have tried explaining to them that we concentrate
includes me)
on the many things we have in
do it to ourcommon, and they should try to
selves by the
do the same. But they no longer
foods we eat.
By
Foods with
invite me to gatherings and their
Dr. Anthony
phone calls have ceased.
lots of cholesKomarotf
I feel hurt and rejected by my
terol raise our
closest friends. I feel torn between
blood cholesterol levels. But foods
them and Mark, who is someone
with lots of saturated fats and
I really care for. Is it wiling to
trans fats (the "bad fats") are even
continue my relationship with my
worse. They cause your liver to
boyfriend at the expense of my
make lots of cholesterol.
POLITICALLY
-friends?
Foods rich in saturated fats
INCORRECT
include whole milk, butter, cheese,
POLITICALLY
DEAR
ice cream, red meat and coconut
Twenty-twelve
INCORRECT:
products. Foods rich in trans fats
was a particularly heated election
include hard margarines, partially
year, with important issues at stake
hydrogenated vegetable oils, many
and negative campaigning bringdeep-fried fast foods and most
ing out the worst in many peocommercial baked goods.
ple.
These are the foods you want
I know several couples who
to eat less of, to avoid raising
have strong and happy "mixed"
your cholesterol. What about foods
marriages in which the spouses
to eat more of, to lower your
do not always agree politically.
cholesterol? Some cholesterol-lowIt is a shame thar you would be
ering foods have a lot of soluble
required to choose between the man
fiber, which sticks to- cholesterol
you care for and your friends,
in the gut. When that happens.
who want to ignore that there are
the cholesterol is not easily digestalso gay Republicans.
ed, so it passes out of your body
I see nothing wrong with conin a bowel movement instead of
tinuing your relationship with
entering your blood. The 'same
Mark; however, I think it may
thing happens with foods rich in
be time for you to expand your
plant sterols and stanols. Other chocircle of friends if this is how
lesterol-lowering foods are rich in
your old ones behave. You'll all
the "good fats" (monounsaturated
be happier if you do. Trust me
and polyunsaturated fats) that
on that.

Dr. Komaroff

In 1862, President Abraham
Lincoln signed a measure prohibiting Union military officers
from returning fugitive slaves to
their owners.
In 1901, the 23rd President of
the United States, Benjamin Harrison, died in Indianapolis at age
67.
In 1925, the Tennessee General Assembly approved a bill prohibiting the teaching of the theory of evolution.
In 1938, famed attorney
Clarence S. Darrow died in Chicago

In 1964, bar manager Catherine "Kitty" Genovese, 28, was
stabbed to death near her Queens,
N.Y. home.
In 1969, the Apollo 9 astronauts splashed down, ending a
mission that included the successful testing of the Lunar Module.
In 1980, Ford Motor Chairman Henry Ford II announced he
was stepping down, the same day
a jury in Winamac, Ind., found
the company not guilty of reckless homicide in the fiery deaths
of three young women in a Ford
Pinto.
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WET, DRY
... DOES IT
MATTER?
Dear
Heloise: Is
there a difference between
LIQUID
DRY
AND
MEASUR1NG CUPS? I
know there are
cups made for wet ingredients and
ones for dry ingredients, but does
it really matter which one I use?
— Linda W. in Indiana
A cup is a cup by liquid or
dry "volume." .1 liquid measuring cup typically is glass or plastic so you can see through it, and
the measurements are written on
the side. It has a spout with a
handle on the side for pouring.
A 1- or 2-cup probably is the
most-used cup in American homes.
I have three: two 2-cup ones and
one 1-cup one, and two sets of
dry measuring cups.
Dry measuring cups may be
made of plastic or metal and have
a flat top. These usually come in
sets starting with 114 cup, 113
cup and up to I cup. Most are
attached by a ring. They are
designed for you to fill with dry

by
Heloise
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Hints From Heloise

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. March
13, the 72nd day of 2013. There
are 293 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 13, 1933, banks in
the U.S. began to reopen after a
"holiday" declared by President
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
On this date:
In 1639, New College was
renamed Harvard College for clergyman John Harvard.
In 1781, the seventh planet of
the solar system, Uranus, was discovered by Sir William Herschel.

directly lower LDL (bad) cholesterol.
Here are five foods you can
start with to get your cholesterolbusting under way:
-- OATS. Choose oatmeal or
a cold oat-based cereal such as
Cheerios for breakfast. It gives
you 1 to 2 grams of soluble fiber.
Add a banana or some strawberries for another half-gram.
-- BEANS. Beans are especially rich in soluble fiber. They
also take a while for the body to
digest, meaning you feel full longer
after a meal. With so many choices -- from navy and kidney beans
to lentils, garbanzos, black-eyed
peas and beyond -- and so many
ways to prepare them, beans are
a very versatile food.
-- NUTS. Eating almonds, walnuts, peanuts and other nuts is
good for the heart. Eating 2 ounces
of nuts a day can slightly lower
LDL. And nuts have additional
nutrients that protect the heart in
other ways.
- FOODS FORTIFIED WITH
STEROLS AND STANOLS. Companies are adding sterols and
stanols to foods ranging from granola bars to orange juice and chocolate. They're also available as supplements.
-- FATTY FISH. Eating fish
two or three times a week can
lower LDL in two ways: by replacing meat, which has LDL-boosting saturated fats, and by delivering LDL-lowering omega-3 fats.
Omega-3s also reduce triglycerides,
a type of fat in the bloodstream.
If you're buying packaged food
at the market, check the Nutrition Facts label to see how much
of each kind of good fat and bad
fat, and how much fiber, are present. It's much easier to eat healthy
today.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor, Boston,MA 02115.)

Murray

April 16, 2
are on file

ingredients and then use a knife
or spatula to level it off.
However, it may matter which
one you use, particularly when
baking. Most baking uses measurements that are precise, and it
is difficult to measure dry ingredients accurately in a liquid 1or 2-cup measuring cup. — Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box. 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
SLICED,BUTTER
Dea Heloise: I am a butter
lover. nowing when to take the
butter out of the refrigerator so it
will be spreadable is something I
have never been able to master.
Softening it in the microwave
doesn't work for me, either.
I use my cheese slicer for my
butter. This slicer is the planer
or server type, not the wire type.
It will slide across the top of the
stick of butter and produce long,
thin sections that melt quickly and
evenly for my toast, pancakes and
waffles. I use what is left over
for cooking. — Susan R. in Virginia
NO MESS
Dear Heloise: 1 always have

green olives in my refrigerator. I
use my melon bailer, which has
a small hole in the center, to get
the olives out of the jar. I can
do this without contaminating the
brine. I also am able to drain the
brine because of the small hole,
leaving me with just the olives,
and no messy liquid everywhere.
— Diane J., via email
OIL COATING
Dear Heloise: When I make
bread recipes Calling for 3 tablespoons of honey or molasses, I
find it exasperating to wait for
the first tablespoon to drain so I
can add the next. If the recipe
also calls for oil, I add the oil
first, then measure the sweetener
using the now-oil-coated spoon.
It pours out in a flash. — Mary
D. in Virginia
ADD OATMEAL
Dear Heloise: I read your hints
often. and I have something to share
with your readers. I use oatmeal
instead of breadcrumbs when I
make meatloaf or salmon patties.
It works well, you don't even
taste the oatmeal, and it's healthy.
— ES. in Louisiana
(c)20I3 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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ADJUSTMENT S
Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for any
error. Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error should be reported immediately
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Legal
Notice

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL)
INVITATION FOR BID
The City of Murray Street Department is soliciting
proposals/bids for Loose Leaf Collection Services.
A Proposanid package may be obtained via mail by
contacting the Public Works Department at 270-762-0336
or in person at 200 Andrus Drive, Murray, KY.
Sealed bids shall be marked "Bid - Loose Leaf
Collection Service" and delivered to the Public
Works Department, 200 Andrus Drive, Murray, KY
42071, not later than 11:00 a.m. local time on
Friday, April 5th, 2013_
A Pre-Bid Conference shall be held at 10:00 am on
Monday, March 25th, 2013 in the Public Works
Conference Room located at 200 Andrus Drive,
Murray, Kentucky.
Any questions regarding this bid are due in writing
to Ron Allbritten either via email at
Ron.AllbrittenCreMurrayKYGOV or via USPS at Ron
Allbritten, Street Department Superintendent, 200
Andrus Drive, Murray, KY 42071, not later than
March 20th, 2013.
The City of Murray reserves the tht to reject any
and all bids/proposals.
Invitation To Bid
Soft Drink Vending & Concessions

Reel Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport UtiNty Vehicies
Used Cars
sans
Used Truck.*
Campers
Boats 8 Motors
Swope Offered
Free Coiumn
Tobacco & Supplies

0411)

The Murray Board of Education is accepting sealed

are on file at the Murray Board of Education,
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Legal
Notice
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-CI-00094

BW LOAN HOLDINGS, LLC,
VS

The Murray Board of Education reserves the right

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
Revenue Cycle Consulting for
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Murray, Kentucky

Lynn Grove
PLAINTIFF,

Self Storage

NOTICE OF SALE

270-519-0143
KARAM,INC., ET AL., SEWA S. BHINDER,
COMMONWEALTH SMALL BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, U.S. SMALL
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, CALLOWAY
COUNTY, KENTUCKY, CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY,

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month free!
•New Climate Control
Available
.24 7 Surveillance
West Control
Hwy 94 East

Cliff & Laura Key

.270-978-1400 or
2.70-48T)
))

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on April 9, 2012, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff, BW
Loan Holdings, LLC, in the approximate amount of $1,271,891.50, plus per diem
interest of $412.07 from February 22, 2012, to the date ofjudgment until paid,
plus all other interest, costs, fees, expenses, and/or advances, etc., I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday,
March 14, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following
described real property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, commonly known as
the Quality Inn, with its address being 1210 North 12th Street, Murray, KY
42071, and being more particularly described as follows:

A tract of land as surveyed by the firm of Trinity Engineering, Inc. of Murray,
Kentucky on July 18, 1995, located at the Southeast corner of the Intersection of
US Highway 641 and Southwood Drive in the City of Murray Calloway County,
Kentucky, and being known as Tract 1 of the Minor Subdivision Plat of the Thanos
Karvounis property as recorded in Plat Book 20; Page 10, and being more particularly described as follows:

Thence South 03 degrees 44 minutes 32 seconds West for a distance of 30.00 feet
with the West line of the John Randolph property to a S4 rebar (.at), said rebar
being a point on the West line of the John Randolph property and the Southeast
corner of the herein described tract of land:

March 2013
I. INVITATION TO SUBMIT PROPOSALS. By this
Request for Proposals IRFPr Murray-Calloway
County Hospital(MCCH), 803 Poplar Street, Murray,
Kentucky 42071, is hereby requesting proposals for
full source revenue cycle professional services.
II. INFORMATION AND PROJECT DESCRIPTION.
MCCH, located in Murray, Kentucky is a city-county
owned public/not-for-profit organization. MCCH is a
regional hospital serving the geographical area of
Western Kentucky and Northern Tennessee. MCCH
is a health care delivery system consisting of a 140
bed acute care hospital, a 226 bed long term care
facility and various clinical and healthcare service
facilities. MCCH employs approximately 1,100 staff
with 930 FTE's including 75 physicians and 26 medical specialists. The hospital is accredited by The
Joint Commission, Kentucky Health Facilities and
Health Services, American Association of Blood
Banks and the Kentucky Department of Health and
Human Services.
Interested parties should contact Vicki Parks
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, 270-762-1104, for
complete requirements. The deadline for submission
is March 18, 2013.

Thence North 86 degrees 15 minutes 28 seconds West for a distance of 300.00 feet
with the North line of Tract 2 of the remaining portion of the Thanos Karvounis
property to a S4 rebar (set), said rebar being the southerly most Southwest corner
of the herein described tract of land;
Thence North 56 degrees 35 minutes 37 seconds West for a distance of 151.55 feet
with the North line of Tract 2 of the remaining portion of the Thanos Karvounis
property to a S4 rebar I set), said rebar being the Northwest corner of Tract 2 of the
Thanos Karvounis property and the Southeast corner of the herein described tract
of land;
Thence North 20 degrees 37 minutes 18 seconds East for a distance of 115.00 feet
with the East line of Tract 3, to be dedicated to the City of Murray), to a S4 rebar
(set), said rebar being the Northeast corner of Tract 3 and the Northwest corner of
the herein described tract of land;
Thence North 72 degrees 40 minutes 06 seconds East for a distance of 180.27 feet
with the South right-of-way of Southwood Drive to a concrete right-of-way monument found),(
said monument being a point on the North line of the herein
described tract of land;
Thence North 84 degrees 13 minutes 04 seconds East for a distance of 168.64 feet
with the South right-of-way of Southwood Drive to a concrete right-of-way monument (found), said monument being a point on the North line of the herein
described tract of land;
Thence South 76 degrees 48 minutes 16 seconds East for a distance of 11.31 feet
with the South right-of-way of Southwood Drive to a fence post (found), said fence
post being a point on the North line of the herein described tract of land;
Thence South 71 degrees 00 minutes 32 seconds East for a distance of 54.35 feet
with the South right-of-way of Southwood Drive to the point of beginning, said in
previous deed to contain 2.228 acres.
Being the same property conveyed to Sunburst Murray, KY, Inc., a Kentucky corporation, by Deed dated February 7, 2006 of record in Deed Book 631, Page 205, in
the office of the Calloway County Court Clerk.
Being the same property conveyed to Karam. Inc., a Utah corporation, by deed
dated February 21,2007, of record in Deed Book 682, Page 721, in the office of the
Calloway County Clerk,

Also to be included in this sale: All personal property of Karam, Inc., on or related to the premises on the date of sale, including, but not limited to, all Personal
Property (as such term is defined in the Mortgage attached to the Complaint as
Exhibit C), all Collateral (as such term is defined in the Commercial Security
Agreement attached to the Complaint as Exhibit El, and all Rents as such term is
defined in the Assignment of Rents attached to the Complaint as Exhibit HI, provided, however, that Plaintiff shall retain all its right, title and interest in, and
there is not included in the foreclosure sale, the right to receive all rents, refunds,
rebates and/or credits collected or related to events which occur on or before confirmation of sale and delivery of deed.
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Money Order

efanted

Attention:
All civic, religious and other
nonprofit organizations.
You could win up to $100 by
helping to clean up the environment!
Commonwealth Cleanup Week
March 16-23, 2013
Organii.e a cleanup in your community
and get registered for a random drawing for
one of six cash prizes.
Contact your solid waste coordinator
for details, or visit
ask k' 0.0‘,

Graphic Design
The Murray Ledger & Times has an
immediate opening for a full time
graphic designer.
Responsibilities include ad design, photo
manipulation and building special publications.
Applicants must possess an eye for design,
demonstrated abilities in graphic arts, and an
understanding of newspaper and magazine
page layout. Proficiency with Macintosh
computer platform, Adobe Creative Suite and/or
Quark Express is required. Previous expenence
in print media or a degree in graphic arts is a
plus. Designers must be able to work in a fast
paced, deadline-dnven environment.

Please submit
resume and design portfolio to
The Murray Ledger & Times, 1001
Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071;
or e-mail: adsamurrayledger.com.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

At Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center
we understand that time with your family is
important as well as having a stable job. We

Kentti
,N116111XID Shita

Assistants. We have schedules for every other
weekend off or if you need to be off week days

Enemies," Elevironnorni Catoner

Thence South 03 degrees 41 minutes 50 seconds West for a distance of 231.63 feet
with the West line of the John Randolph property to an Iron pin (found), said pin
being a point on the West line of the John Randolph property and a point on the
East line of the herein described tract of land;

to reject any and/or all bids.

Check

060

Legal
Notice

Beginning at a fence post (found on the South right-of-way of Southwood Drive (50
right-of-way, 490 feet East of the centerline of US Highway 641, and being the
Northeast corner of the herein described tract of land and the Northwest corner of
the John Randolph property;

subscribe to the

11P

Hatay

40% Discount 3rd Run.

are currently hiring for State Registered Nurse

Carter Administration Building, 208 South 13th
Street, Murray, KY 42071, and maV be picked up
during regular office hours.

vss,-into
Savings!

10

DEADLINES

(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)

Calloway PVA Map No, 041-0-0207-A.

A

CLASSIFIED AD RATES _Ai"
1)1,
,I.1 Ao. Ali.,
$8.50 Column Inch, 60'; Discount 2nd Run,

The land referred to in this Commitment is situated in the City of Murray, County
of Calloway, State of Kentucky. and is described as follows:

II
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Rooms For Rent
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April 16, 2013, at the Board Office. Specifications
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

bids for soft drink vending and concessions. Bids
will be accepted until 2:00 P.M., Tuesday,
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The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner one-third (1/3) of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid in
full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale antil paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. MI
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2012 ad valorem taxes.
This 21st day of February, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Invitation to Bid/Quote
Insurance Coverage: Student Accident

Name
St.tddres.s

The Murray Board of Education is accepting sealed

Cit

dent. Bids/quotes will be accepted until 200 p.m..

Zip
State
Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Tuesday April 6, 2013, at the Murray Board of

bids for district insurance coverage of student acci-

Education. Specifications are on file at the Murray
Board of Education, Carter Administration
Building, 208 South 13th Street, Murray KY
42071. The Murray Board of Education reserves
the right to waive defects and informalities in bids
and to reject any or all bids

Or call (270) 753-1916
.8

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

we have positions for weekend only. Come by
and apply and see what all we have to otter.
Building bridges from our home to yours.
Equal Opportunity Employer
Drug Free Facility -EOE/AAE

5 Temporary Farm Workers Needed, Employer.
P L Tobacco, Inc. - Hickory, KY. Perform all
duties of Tobacco, Row Crop, &
Greenhouse/Nursery Production; including seeding, planting, cultivating, irrigating, harvesting,
stonng, & packaging; and other alternative work.
Employment Dates: 04/22/2013 - 12/31/2013.
$9.80/hr. Piece Rate may be offered. Worker
guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. Tools provided
at no cost. Free housing provided to non-commuting workers. Transportation & subsistence reimbursed when 50% of contract is met. Random
drug testing may be 'done after hire at the employer's expense. Contact the Kentucky Department
for Workforce Investment at 502-782-3079 and
reference lob order KY0478661.

Tri-State International Trucks
of Murray is now accepting
applications for a full-time
Business Office Position
This career opportunity will have
responsibilities including, but not limited to,
accounts payable, accounts receivable, cash
reconciliation and customer service.
Expenence is beneficial but not required.
Compensation will be based on qualifications. Tri-State offers insurance package,
401(k), and paid vacations & holidays.
Apply in person or send resume to:
100 Max Hurt Dr., Murray, KY
Or Email: jcrabtree@tristateinternationalnet
Or fax to 270-753-5773
Call 270-753-1372 for more information

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in

person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

PAPA Johns Pizza in
Murray is presently
seeking applications
for the position of
General
Manager.
Qualified
applicants
must have minimum of
3 years restaurant
experience.
Experience in pizza
preferred but not limited. Must have valid driver's license, proof of
insurance, dependable
car, clean motor vehicle report and/or clean
background
check.
Papa John's Pizza
offers health, dental,
and vision insurance,
401(k), and paid vacation.
Please
mail
resume to Sandra
Hams 1236 Bark Ridge
Circle, Hopkinsville, Ky
42240.

SHOE Sensation
Now hiring Assistant
Manager.
Qualified
candidates
should
have two years of
experience in customer
service.
Full-time
hourly plus benefits
and
bonuses.
For
immediate consideration please complete
an application on our
website www.shoesensation.com

BRIGHTER Horizons
Child
Development
Center is seeking a
director.
Applicants
must be 21 years of
age and must have 1 of
the following qualifications:
1) A Bachelors Degree
in Early Childh000d
Education OR
2) An Associates in
Early childhood and
two years of working in
a licensed childcare
center OR
3)A director's credential and one year of certified experience working in a licensed childcare center OR
4) 3 years of experience working in a
licensed childcare center or head state preschool program.
We are seeking the
best-fit director for
Brighter Horizons and
want our new director
to be a leader and
motivator as well as a
team player. Applicant
must have three references and should possess both management
and budgeting skills.
Salary commensurate
with experience. To
apply: Contact Robyn
Darnall Stevenson at
759-1926 or come to
629 N. 4th Street to c
complete an application. Interviews scheduled March 18th-22nd.

KIN FIR MORE RIME Um
NO NEED TO LOOK ANY FURTHER
APPLY TODAY AT
GREGORY LOGISTICS, INC.
N1URRAV, KY AREA
DEDICATED ROUTE
ISO MILL RADIUS OF Mt'BRAY
HOME EVERY NIGHT

CLASS A CUL R EQIJIR
2 .wars 1-Aperience
Benefits
Go to:%%%%%%_ A:tcgoWogistics.com
to complete application
or

In Person
2844 Fail'Street. Poplar Bluff. MO
X00-737-9997 or(573)785-1088 ext 215
Apply

www.murrayledger.corn

CLASS A COL Drivers
needed for Shorthaul,
S.E. Regional or OTR.
Great home-time and
pay! Call:
1-866-215-3659

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercorn.
you will be redirected
to johnetworlc.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website. nut all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job linings Thank you

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • Wednesday, March 13, 2013

Murray Ledger & Times

060
ffslp Wonted

FULL-TIME 3-11 position. Prefer expenence
but will train. Must be
mature, dependable
and enjoy working with
elderly. Apply in person
at Fern Terrace of
Murray, 1505 Stadium
View Dnve, EOE
IMMEDIATE
help
needed general construction knowledge &
electrical background
helpful. Drivers license
required.
.Submit
resume to P.O. Box
1040-K Murray, KY.
42071

[
Mesa For Rant

FOR Sale Wii Game
System
4 controllers, gun, and
games $400 Call 2278721 after 5 p.m.
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
Acquired wonderful
- collections,
great bargains.
Trends-N-Treasures
Sell us your coins:
270-753-4161
Dr Fuhrman

1.5B.
38R,
W/D
hookups, shop. South
Murray. 270-753-0259.
2 BD 1 BA Dup All Aps
No Pets. 753-0259
3BR, 1BA, gas firepiece, hardwood, tile,
C/1-1/A, one car garage.
$800/mo $800idep
333 Woodlawn 270293-2544

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

THE After Hours Call
Center for Rotech
Healthcare in Murray,
Ky has an opening for
a full-time Respiratory
Clinician on the afternoon shift. Applicants
must possess credentials as a respiratory
therapist (CRT or RAT)
or nurse (RN or LPN).
Please notify us of your
interest by emailing to
rebecca.butler@rotech
.com or you can stop
into our facility to complete an application, MF 8am-5pm, at 120
Max Hurt Drive Murray,
Ky 42071. We are
EOE/AA/MFDV.

(270) 753-1713

WARD ELKINS
005 E South 12111'.)!

Firewood For Sale!
Delivered: $40.
270-293-7893

1991
24x54
on
.816/acres in Almo.
3BR, 2BA, woodstove,
C/H/A with add-on
room. Selling as is.
815-830-5866

New 2-4

Bedroom homes in
Rlverfleid Estates.
BC Real Propert.
Profesonals
293-7872

38R, IBA $600/month
978-1400
4BR house Lease and
deposit required
270-753-4109

LOCAL Lawn Service
Company
seeking
experienced
Lawn
Tech $10-$12/hr.
435-4431

NEW 2BR, 2BA with 2
car garage Close to
MSU campus. 1419
Vine
St.
Asking
$122,000
270-293-1991

SEVERAL homes for
rent in various locations. Coleman Real
Estate 270-753-9898
SMALL 2BR rental
house. 1 mile south of
city limits. 227-6431 or
293-6156

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

RECENTLY remodeled
36R, 2BA house with
detached garage and
barn
on
7+/acr
Located
between
Murray and Mayfield on
Stevens Rd. Asking
$120K 270-978-2776
REDUCED by $18K.
4BR, 3BA, 2,675/sqft
with double carport.
Great location. City
schools. $147K 270761-6150
Rustic newly built log
siding
house
on
approx. 2.5 wooded
acred, 1.5ml. South of
Murray on Locust
Grove Rd. 38R, 2BA,
open floorplan with
fireplace and gas
heat. $169,900. 2936456, 293-6457
470
Motorcycles & ATY's
96 Honda Trike. 753
2135
490
Used Cars

SPORTABLE
Scoreboards is looking for a full time, day
shift employee for
scoreboard
assembly/packaging in
a teamwork based
environment.
Assembly position may
include
fabricating
metal parts, installation
of: components, wiring
and digits, applying
graphics to finished
scoreboards or packaging panels for shipment. Use of small
hand tools are required
to assemble our product.
The successful candidate is self-motivated;
detail oriented and
takes phde in the quality of their work. Having
electronic skills is a
plus.
Sport able
Scoreboards offers a
competitive wage and
comprehensive benefit
package.
Advancement opportunities are offered to
individuals who share
our positive commitment to meeting company goals.
Email resumes to:
mfg_recruiting@scor
eboardl.com or
apply at: 106 Max Hurt
Drive, Murray

Want to Buy
ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large
270-293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109
Prices Paid Fo

LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS

Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
150
Articles
For Sale
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. NEW in
plastic. $195
Can
270-293-4121.
detiver.
SUN Quest Pro 26 RS
(Wolff Sys) T Tanning
Bed, used in excellent
condition, 26 Velocity
bulbs (less than 20
hours used). 20 minute
timer, $1.100 OBO
CaN 658-3139

NICE 2BR trailer for
rent. No pets.
753-9866

1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

Corner 01 121 S. & Glendale.

1BR, 1BA apartment
for rent. All appliances
including W/D, dishwasher
and
microwave. Pet fnendly. Available February
22nd. $395/mo.
270-293-9493
270-978-6000

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

1BR Apts starting at
$275/month. Various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate. 753-9898
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
, Equal opportunity

a

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
today.
appointment
270-753-2905..
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR units.
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
accessible.
Phone:
270-527-1311. MonFri.
9am-3pm
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
UNFURNISHED 1BR
apartment near campus Non smoking, no
pets 270-753-5980

10X10's & 10x15's
(270)436-2524

e

ricel Prop. For Rent

We Finance
hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461
2003 Lincoln Towncar
215K miles, excellent
condition. $3,600
731-247-3756
270-836-0346
530
Services Offered
-270-978-1204
All
Carpentry
Construction. New construction, home &
Mobile Home repair.
decks.753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

THREE bay shop fo
rent. One 12' door, two
9' or 10' doors. Great
location off 121 South.
$550.00 a month. Call
270-753-2905 or
270-293-8595 for further information.

R

I Supplies

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Since 1986

Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
SIBERIAN Husky puppies for sale. Great
companions and great
with kids.
270-674-5236
Yorkie pups. Male
$400. 270-436-5341

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Banton, KY
270-705-4859

4270)293-8696
HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
Insured. Reliable
& Dependable
Free Estimates.
Free Stump Removal
Cell 270-293-4489
Home 270-437-3044
Greg

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service, 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate.
270-226-5576
LAWN Mowing
Free Estimates
Colby: 270-227-9027

SUDOKU
Conceptis SudoKu

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters

Answer to previous puzzle
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Bailey's Lawncare &
Dirt Service
Owner: Steve Bade),
r Establish New Lawns
•Retuvenate Old Lawns
*Spring Lawn Clean-Up
•Taking New Accounts
for Mowing & Tnrnming
753-2452
293-3161

Miller
Construction
Concrete to
Crown Mold
Additions or
New Const.

270-705-8701
ML Garage Doors.
Installation,
repair,
maintenance on doors
and operators. 270293-2357
MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT
40,11114, P.!
•Krir hen% 41

•Decks
*Insurance ltviiL
ti
s'Y fristiri.d
(270)226-5444

Outlanders Lawn Care
Duality At Its Best

Conintercial/Kesidential
Ucatsed and Insured
270-293-7119

David's Home
Improvement
LLC
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
Will Do Insurance Work
'Asa & MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
SIMPLY Mowing
Cutting - Weed Eating
- Blowing
RI WEEKLY - WEEKLY
No Contracts
Free Estimates
Call/Text
270-227-1512
This Girl Can Mow
ccepting 1ew awn
Care Accounts
ommercia an
Residential
Mowing•Trimmitvg
Muiching•Landscaping
Hedge Trimming
Leaf Removal
Bush Hogging
Trisha 227-1685

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming
•Removal

From Drywall R
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencelq
We Do 11 Atli
No Job To Sni,111'
270-873-9916
or visit Our 11..1/1--.
kentuckylake
remodeling com
FREE C,
T'''.Tf

1 t--2
4'5 8 3
8 6 1 4
2 1 3 7
3 94 8
9 2 5 6
7 36 1
6 812 5
5 4_17 9

•Insured

Vol. 1

Ask about our

VATIC)
elected p
Americas
lennium.

Display ad
"If you've got it, we can store it'

pedals

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

for all your
advertising
needs.

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
East Side Small
Engine Repair

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

are placed
eed Joutewhere to

Repair

3/ore your Shar

We Offer:
• All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• We now have
80 Climate Control Units

767-1773

FUTRELL'S Lawn Care
Business & Residential
Years of experience in
lawn care. Mowing,
mulching, shrub trimming. You name it in
the yard, we do it.
Licensed and insurance. Do you want a
new price? Call for free
estimates.
270-339-6505

HALL'S WASTI
MANACTRIL\ I
• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

FRAME S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
.24 Hour
Emergency Seri
•Locally owned
•Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
1270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323
-STUMP GRINDINGProfessional
For
Stump Removal Call
James at
270-978-9837

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
Imiestrlal/Commercial/liesideatial
James C.6allimere
WW W Ofelle NET

(270) 759-0890

Free Estimates
All the quality...
without all the mess

online for FREE!

n

Servicing all your diesel
repair needs.
Ott f, Off road equipment.
24 hr. service

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service.Licensed and
insured. 24/hour emergency assistance. Free
estimates. 436-2562,
227-0267

All our line ads

270-753-2905

East Valley Diesel

J.M. Lawn Service
Free Estimates
Satisfaction Guarantee
Call 270-994-1045

753-1916

'Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

For all your parts,
service, sales asd
repair needs.
Call 753-2925

270-293-1924
DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
Quality Senile°
270-293-8192

GARLAND
RENTALI

(270) 293-8480

ROOFING
275 acres +/- on
Shoemaker
road.
tendable
60/acres
hunting
Good
S3,000/par acre
770-2934889
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keep el local'

(270) 489-2839

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
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Great Hometown Servicei
Dort spene,iour money out of

•Firewood

lligli
rvIces Offered
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*Stump Grinding
Murray Ledger & Tinies Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subiect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it
illegal to adverter any preference, linutahon ix discnminahon based 011 race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national ongin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discnminahon.
State laws forbid disoimmation
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept are
advertising for reef estate which
is not in violation of the law All
are hereby informed
17dwelbnp advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further ~tame with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milan (703)648-1000

By Davi Green

3

Mansfield

Hill Electric

AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies.
270-335-3943
270-994-3915

L'7

WILLIS Green Group
Home in Benton. KY is
now accepting applications for HUD subsidized
housing Applicants must
be female and must have
an intellectual/developmental disability diagnosis Rent will be determined based on income.
Contact 270-527-1327 or
800-648-6056,
TDD
County
Marshall
Exceptional Center, 198
Rd,
Synisonis
Old
Benton, KY 42025
Housing
Equal
Fair
Opportuaity.
Housing Provider

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

270-753-5562

HILL SIM(
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRU(KING
Agiiher Ugh Needs
installotion
& Repair
Dirt, Grovel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

Sudoew is a nornoer-piacing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid wrth
several gnen numbers The object is to place tne numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains trio same number only once The dritculty ese,
of the Concepts Sudoeu increases horn Monday to Sunday

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812

Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853
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by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, March 14, 2013:
This year you become familiar with the unexpected, so much so that
you might become bored when nothing new happens. Your luck with
money depends on how well you respond to your inner voice.
Sometimes you are an emotional spender. Be careful. If you are single, remember that you don't need to impress a new suitor; you want
this person to see you as you are. If Vou are attached, the two of you
might make a major investment that you both find exciting. ARIES
can challenge your thinking about money and investments.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Allow your intuition to lead you. You might not be sure of your
choice or your ability to complete what you want. Your inner voice will
guide you. Sometimes you are harder on yourself than anyone else
is. Listen to news openly. Tonight: If you are tired, make it an early
night.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Meetings and interpersonal communication are instrumental
to your success. You might be more concerned about an issue than
you realize. Try to process your feelings instead of suppressing them.
Open up to new ways of treating yourself. Tonight: Be with loved
ones.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Go for what is heartfelt; otherwise, there could be a problem.
If you are in tune with your inner self, change will happen naturally.
Accept the limelight, and know where you want to be. Your willingness to do a self-assessment will define the next few days. Tonight:
Out late.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** A new idea could point to many different avenues. You might
want to try, out one or two of them, but avoid getting too off track.
Someone you respect emotionally and professionally will ask the
right questions, which encourages a positive outcome. Tonight: In the
moment.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Allow yourself to express your energy and interest in a new
way. You know what is possible, but do you know what you want?
Powerful feedback points to the correct direction. You might not be
ready to explore that path just yet. Tonight: Brainstorm with a friend.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might want to change direction, but the unexpected will
force your hand. Someone you have considered a tried-and-true
friend no longer expresses the same reliability. Brainstorm with others. Tonight: Catch up with a friend.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Just when you assumed you were on cruise control, you'll find
out otherwise. A trusted loved one unexpectedly reverses direction.
You could feel unsupported or angry as a result. Use the feeling to
motivate you to change the situation. Tonight: Out and about.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Honor a change within yourself. You'll see a situation far differently from how you have in the past. Your sense of, humor helps
you deal with uproar. Stay centered, and you'll make the right choices. No one can push you, as others soon will learn. Tonight: Easy
works.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** The unexpected occurs, and it challenges your creativity. You
might discover that you are in your element. It could be difficult to
switch gears or do something differently. Count on your persuasive
abilities and others' flexibility. Tonight: Live it up!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You might want to make a change, now that an unexpected
development has occurred. Give up the need to be reactive; instead,
gather information from many different sources. Return calls and ask
yourself valid questions. Tonight: At home.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You like excitement. You will witness some fast changes, perhaps not in your life but in the lives of those around you. Don't be surprised by what you hear. Everything is subject to change, even your
opinion. Go with the moment. Tonight: Visit with a loved one.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Finances come to the forefront, as you pull the wild card with
money. If you feel lucky, buy a lottery ticket. Open up to new possibilities that surround yOur day-to-day life. A discussion with a friend
might present new options. Tonight: Don't lose sight of your financial

goals.
BORN TODAY
Physicist Albert Einstein (1879), actor Billy Crystal (1948), music producer Quincy Jones (1933)
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